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A Area, in 

b Panel length, in. 
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1.0    SUMMARY 

1.1 General Description 

The tip turbojet helicopter described herein is designed as a cargo 
helicopter having a pay load of 12 tons and a gross weight of 72,000 
pounds. The rotor syptem utilizes four blades with two engines mounted 
in an over-under configuration on each blade tip. Efcch blade has a 
radius of 5k feet to the centerline of the engines and a chord of 6.5 
feet. Titanium alloys are used, when practical, throughout the rotor 
system consttuction. 

1.2 Structural Design Philosophy 

1.2.1 Purpose 

It is the purpose of this part of the report to provide sufficient load 
and stress data to illustrate the feasibility of the rotor system from 
a structural viewpoint. 

1.2.2 Scope 

The information contained herein is to provide a brief preliminary sur- 
vey of loads and stresses in the major structural components of  the 
rotor system. The rotor system Is analyzed progressing in order of 
force transmission from the engine nacelles at the tip to the gimbal 
at the rotor shaft. 

Due to the lack of structural design details, certain refinements must 
be eliminated in this preliminary effort which will be considered in a 
production or prototype effort. Simplifying assumptions are clearly 
defined in the appropriate places within the report. 

The special engine environmental vertical load fector of iAOg used in 
the rotor system static analysis was conservatively estimated during 
development design and prior to the dynamic load study completion. The 
rotor system stiffness has increased such that the engine environmental 
vertical load factor computed during the dynamic load study has a magni- 
tude of ±5.kg.    Therefore, the static rotor system stress analysis is 
conservatively presented herein using the ±U0g  loading fector in conjunc- 
tion with the rotor-overspeed-operation, both-engines-operating condi- 
tion. 

1.2.5 Ifetigue Considerations 

The  fatigue analysis primarily consists of an investigation of the rotor 
system to illustrate that the alternating stresses developed during 
normal flight conditions are below the component material endurance 
limit and nondamaging. 



In cases where attachment bolt static margins of safety are low for cen- 
trifugal force loading, a start-stop fatigue investigation is conducted 
to determine the required bolt diameter to establish a 10,000-houi 
service life when a fatigue notch factor of 2.0 is applied to the S-N 
data. 

The prediction of component fatigue strength, in some cases, is accom- 
plished through the use of available fatigue notch factors. Only those 
components which are major structural members are considered from a fa- 
tigue viewpoint. 



2.0 OONCEUSIONS 

2.1 Critical Static Design Conditions 

2.1.1 Engine Nacelle and Attachments 

Although the structural significance of the engine nacelles is recog- 
nized at this time, it is felt that they do not contribute structurally 
as rotor system major load carry members, and as such are not analyzed 
during Phase I. 

2.1.2 Engine Mount System and Attachment 

Hie critical engine mount system and attachment loading occurs during 
the rotor limit speed condition, and during the rotor-overspeed-opera- 
tlon, both-engines-operating condition. The critical engine mount areas 
are the attachment bolts and lugs and the heat expansion fitting. 

2.1.3 tfain Botor Blade Tip Engine Retention Structure 

The  critical main rotor blade tip and attachments loading occurs during 
the rotor limit speed condition and during the rotor-overspeed-operation, 
tvo-engines-operating condition. The  critical areas are the attachment 
lugs. 

2.1.h   Main Rotor Blade Typical Section 

Ihe critical main rotor blade typical section is at rotor station 170.00 
during the static droop condition. 

2.1.5 Main Rotor Blade Root Retention Structure 

The critical main rotor blade root retention structure loading occurs 
during the rotor limit speed condition. The critical areas are the 
tension-torsion strap and its retention bolt. 

2.1.6 Stub Blade and Retention 

The critical stub blade loading occurs during the transient cyclic stick 
whirl condition. The adjustable link attachment lug is critical. 

2.1.7 Main Rotor Hub Assembly 

The critical main rotor hub assembly loading occurs during forward 
flight, kl miles per hour, 2.5g, 5^2 feet per second tip velocity condi- 
tion. The critical hub ^reas are the blade retention lugs and pins. 



2.1.8 Glnibal and Attachments 

The critical glmbal and attachments loading occurs during the 2.5g 
loading condition. The  critical areas are the bearings and Section 
17-17 as defined on page 87. 

2.1.9 Restraint Spring Assembly 

The outside spring fiber stress is critical 

2.1.10 Static Margins of Safety 

A sumnary of the critical static margins of safety is presented in 
tabular form, on the folloving page. 

2.2 Critical fatigue Design Oonditioas 

The start-stop condition is the critical main rotor system fatigue 
design condition considered in this analysis. The critical rotor system 
components during the start-stop condition are the engine to mount 
attachment heat-expansion fitting, the rotor system component attachment 
bolts, pins, and lugs, and the tensIon-torsion strap assembly. 

The alternating stresses developed during a steady-state, in trim, 
normal flight condition are below the rotor system component material 
endurance limit and nondamaging. 

Further fatigue consideration of the main rotor system will be conducted 
upon the accomplishment of strain-measured flight maneuvers. 



TABTf; 1 
SUMMARY - CRITICAL STATIC MARGINS OF SAFTTY 

Section Name Margin of Safety Page 
No. 

Due to M.S. 

4.1.2 Engine Mount System and Attachments 

Engine to mount attachment bolts 
Main mount. Section 2-2 
Heat expansion fitting. Sect. 4-4 
Inner lug to mount veldment 
Mount to tip attaclment bolts 

Bolt bending 
Combined load 
Combined load 
Combined load 
Bolt bending 

.01 

.20 
• 15 
.16 
.01 

16 
20 
28 
33 
36 

U.1.3 Main Rotor Blade Tip Engine 
Retention Structure 

Mount pickup fittings 
Pickup fittings. Section 8-8 

Lug shear-out 
Combined load 

.16 

.17 
43 
47 

k.l.k Main Rotor Blade Typical Section Buckling .10 62 

4.1.5 Main Rotor Blade Root Retention 

Tension-torsion strap retention 
pin 

Tension-torsion strap assembly 
Pin bending 
Tension 

.24 

.00 
65 
69 

4.1.6 Stub Blade and Retention 

Adjustable link attaclment lug I*ig shear-out .60 74 

4.1.7 Main Rotor Hub Assembly 

Stub blade to hub attachment lugs 
Stub blade to hub attachment pin 
Adjustable link lug analysis 

Lug shear-out 
Pin bending 
Lug shear-out 

.03 

.02 
• 23 

77 
78 
82 

4.1.8 Glmbal and Attachments 

Gimbal ring. Section 17-1? 
Pivot pin bearing 

Rotor shaft bearing lug. Section 
18-18 

Combined load 
Radial bearing 

load 

Combined load 

•27 

.14 

.18 

88 

89 

91 

4.1.9 Restraint Spring Assembly 

Outside spring Spring load .09 92 



3.0    REOOMfiEHmTIONS 

5.1 Static Testing 

In those cases where design of components and/or assemblies results in 
the requirement of an ultraconservative static analysis, structural 
substantiation will he accomplished by static test. 

3.2 Fatigue Testing 

A minimum of four specimens will be fatigue tested to obtain the re- 
quired fatigue data for component service life estimation. 

L 



h.O    STATIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

h.l    Introduction 

It is the purpose of this part of the report to provide sufficient load 
and stress data to insure the integrity of the rotor system design from 
the static structural viewpoint. 

The main rotor system is suhstantiated to the criteria of Reference 1 
utilizing the loads developed in Reference 2. The methods of analysis 
used in this report are those which are generally accepted throughout 
the airflrame and missile industry. Whenever possible, the latest edi- 
tion of Reference hf  "Metallic Materials and Elements for Flight Vehicle 
Structures," MIL-HDBK-5, August 1962, is referred to for the material 
mechanical properties. 

A fitting factor of 1.15 is not used in the lug analyses margins of 
safety calculations for the rotor limit speed condition (tip velocity 
of 813 feet per second) as it is felt that the conservatism is too ex- 
treme. The rotor limit speed tip velocity is 1.25 times the maximum 
design tip speed velocity, and an ultimate safety factor of 1.50 is 
used in the margins of safety calculations. 

The rotor system is analyzed in order of force transmission progressing 
from the engine nacelle at the tip to the hub and gimbal at the rotor 
shaft. 

h.1.1   Engine Nacelle and Attachments 

An engine nacelle is provided for aerodynamic streamlining purposes and 
does not carry primary structural loads. Since the Intent of the Phase 
I rotor system stress analysis is to provide a brief preliminary survey 
of loads and stresses in the major structural components and since the 
function of the engine nacelles is aerodynamic in nature, this portion 
of the rotor system stress analysis is not presented for Phase I con- 
siderations . 

4.1.2 Engine Mount System and Attachment 

This portion of the main rotor system stress analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the engine mount system, Includ- 
ing the mount system to engines and blade-tip attachments. The engine 
mounts are analyzed in order of force transmission, progressing from the 

L engine attachments to the blade-tip attachments. 

4.1.2.1 Loading Analysis 

Preliminary static stress analysis completed during the engine main mount 
system development design period established that the maximum engine main 

fc. 



mount loading occurred during the rotor limit speed condition, and dur- 
ing the rotor-overspeed-operation, two-engines-operating condition. 
The aft engine mount experiences its highest loading during the rotor 
overspeed operation. 

The engine mount system loads presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3 are de- 
veloped below for the following critical loading conditions: 

Condition 1: Rotor limit speed (815 f.p.s. tip velocity). 
Condition 2: Design maximum rotor speed - one engine out. 
Condition 3: Rotor overspeed operation - both engines operating. 

The loads presented at a given location in Figures 1, 2, and 3 are the 
applied loads acting at that point. 

Condition 1; 

Engine weight: W - 370 lb/engine (limit) 

Blade tip velocity: V_ ■ 8l3 f.p.s. 

fl - ^ » 1^.51 rad/sec. 

Centrifugal force load per engine: 
o 

C-F- * ^32^ (570)(56) «= 136,000 lb. (limit) 

The additional load due to centrifugal force acting on the main mount 
and that portion of the nacelle supported by the main mount is assumed 
to be acting at rotor station 661.00. 

Weight: W = 100 lb. (limit) 
p 

C.F. = ^g^ (100)(55.6) -36,700 lb. (limit) 

Condition 2: 

Engine weight: W = 370 lb. (limit) 

Blade tip velocity: V =650 f.p.s. 

ß =» ^ = 11.60 rad/sec. 

C.F. *  ^g^ (370)(56) = 87,000 lb. (limit) 

The gyroscopic moment tends to force the rotor blade leading edge down 
and has a magnitude of: 

M - (I.67)(2,304) © = kk,'J00  in-lb. (limit) 

8 



The centrifugal force load due to the main mount and nacelle acts at 
rotor station 661.00 and has a magnitude of: 

C.P. = ^32^    (100)(55.6) =25,300 lb. (limit) 

The  engine thrust is 1,500 pounds (limit) per engine. Ihe moment about 
the z axis due to the centerline of the engine thrust being located 
11.25 inches outboard of the engine to main mount attachment centerline 
is reacted as a couple by the main and aft engine mounts. 

Px = —§5 (1,500) = 1,125 lb. (limit) 

The aft mount is assumed to veigh 11.2 pounds (limit). The centrifugal 
force load due to the aft mount weight is: 

o 

C.F. = ^fer^ (ll.2)(55-6) = 2,600 lb. (limit) 

Condition 3: 

Engine weight: W = 370 lb. (limit) 

Blade tip velocity: V_ = 683 f.p.s. 

ö = -rip = 12.20 rad/sec. 

2 
C.F. = (^g2^ (370)(56) = 95,800 lb. (limit) 

The gyroscopic moment per engine tends to force the rotor blade leading 
edge down and has a magnitude of: 

Mx = (I.67)(2,3010 W- = ^7,000 in-lb. (limit) 

The  centrifugal force load due to the main mount and nacelle weight acts 
at rotor station 66l.0O and has a magnitude of: 

p 

C.F. - ^2!^ (100)(55.6) = 25,700 lb. (limit) 

The static engine thrust is 1,700 pounds (limit) per engine. Per the 
discussion on page 9 of Volume IV, an additional in-plane load normal 
to the blade axis is applied. 

P = 1,700 + (±5)(370) • 3,550 lb. (limit) per engine 

t 
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Figure 1.    Sngine-Mbunt-System Loading Diagram 
Rotor Limit Speed of 8l5 f.p.s.  Tip Velocity. 
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Figure 2. Engine-Mount-System Loading Diagram 
Design Maximum Rotor Speed - One Engine Out, 
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I. 

i 

The vertical engine load normal to the blade axis is: 

P = (±i*0)(570) = ±lt,800 lb. (limit) per engine 

The aft mount reacts the in-plane engine loading. 

Px = Wlk  (5'550) = 2'600 lb-  (1:mlt) Per en8ine 

The centrifugal force load due to the aft mount weight of 11.2 pounds 
(limit) is: 

CF. = ^|^ (11.2)(55.6) = 2,850 lb. (limit) 

^.1.2.2 Stress Analysis for Main Engine Mount - (Ref. Volume III, 
" ~ " Figure 20) 

ThiB portion of the main rotor system stress analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the main engine mount, Including 
the engine and blade-tip-tc-mount attachments. 

The material properties presented below are obtained from Reference 10. 

Material type:      Tl-ÖAIr^V titanium 

At room temperature: 

F. = 162,000 p.s.i. 

F  = 9l<-.000 p.s.i. 
su   * '       * 

At to0oF. temperature: 

Ftu = (.785)(l62,000)  = 127,000 p.s.i. 

F8U = (.785)(9^,000)    «   7^,000 p.s.i. 

(Ref. 10, page 39) 

(Ref. 10, pages 52,55) 

is 

V 

U.1.2.2.1 Loading Analysis 

Per the discussion on page 7, the critical engine mount centrifugal 
force loads occur during the rotor limit speed condition. 

The general geometry and loading sketch, presented in Figure k on the 
following page, establishes the upper lug attachments for both engines 
to be critical for the rotor limit speed condition centrifugal force. 

13 



X ~m. 
0y 

C.F. = 308,700 lb. (limit) 

WT = 370 lb. (limit) 

Heat expansion fitting 

-J5 symmetric 

Figure k.    Main Engine Mount - General Geometry and 
Loading Sketch. 

4.1.2.2.2 Engine-to-Mount Attachment Bolts 

1.25 dia. bolt, MAS k6h;       A = 1.23 in2;   Z «= .192 in5 

Material type: 1AL-8V-5F titanium alloy 

HiTi 20 series bolts 

The material properties are obtained from Reference 7, page 2. 

At room temperatare:   F. = 200,000 p.s.i. 

F  = 120.000 p.s.i. 
su    ' 

At i»00OF. temperature: Ft = (.8)(?00,000) = l60,000 p.s.i. 

F  = (.8)(120,000) = 96,000 p.s.i. 
PM 

Ik 



The raaximun bolt loads occur during the rotor limit speed condition: 

P 
_ C.F. + 11-2^ _ 136tooo + (11.23)(37)) 

2    13.00 ~   2     ' 15.00 

= 68,500 lb. (limit) 

The bolts are loaded in double shear. 
L2 

As = t2)^1-2?)  = 2.U5 in
2 

f
s = %^ = ^'^ P'8-1- (limit) 

1.50 
96.000     n 

M-S- Ä (l.5)(27,900) " lÄ 

Bolt Bending-Stress Investigation: 

Ihe method of analysis used in determining the bolt bending-stress level 
is obtained from pages l60 through l6h of Reference 9- In tlie following 
analysis, the applied load is assumed to tend to "peak-up" on the inner 
lug near the shear planes rather than be carried as a uniform load across 
the inner lug. 

P = 68,500 lb. (limit) 

Bushing 

— P/2 

^P/2 

Figure 5- Bolt-and-Lug Loading Sketch - Engine- 
to-Main-Mount Attachment. 

15 



The inner lug is a portion of the turbojet engine ring and Is loaded 
at an angle of 30 degrees. The outer lugs are a part of the main engine 
mount and are loaded at an angle of 60 degrees. The bolt bending stress 
analysis presented on the following page assumes the inner and outer 
lugs to be axially loaded and considers the load "peaking" effects on 
the inner lug only. 

If the oblique loadings In the attachment system are resolved into 
axial and transverse components, the value of the minimum allowable 
ultimate load (Pü^1 ,) is reduced which results in a shorter morent 

arm and a smaller bolt bending stress. In addition. If the excess of 
strength in the outer lugs is considered, an additional moment arm re- 
duction is realized. 

Preliminary analysis has established that when the excess outer lug 
strength is considered, assuming axial lug loading, the vector quantity 
of the bolt horizontal shear and reduced bending stresses results in a 
slightly higher margin of safety than that obtained on the following 
page. 

In view of the above discussion, the bolt bending stress analysis 
presented on the following page is considered to be satisfactory. 

15a 



Lug material properties: 

F       =   7^,000 p.s.i. SU '   f f 

F       = 127,000 p.s.i. 

P^r    = (5-210(7^000) 
U =    21*0,000 lb. 

PI      ■■' (1.936) (127,000) 
^    =   21+6,000 lb. 

P'      =   2140,000 lb. 
"min ' 

"%- - .585 
tu vp 

T   = .68 (Ref. 9, page l62. 
Figure k) 

2 

d    = 1.25 in. 
D   = l.kh in. 
g    = .065 in. 
W   = 2.30 in. 
a    = 1.15 in. 

^ = 1.1 in. 

t2 = 2.25 in. 

25 LD      2jt2     llM      2j2. 

=    .192 

A^   Dt2=(l.l^)(2.25)  =3.2U in1 

At = (W-D)t2 = (2.3-l.W)(2.25) 

=    1.936 in2 

b   = T+g+r(f) 
= ^i + .O65 +(.68)(^P)  = .997 in. 

M   = (P/2)b = ^'l00 (.997) = ^htkO0 in-lb.  (limit) 

fb =   f = ^T}— = 177,000 p.s.i.  (limit) 

The bending modulus of nature factor (K - 1.68)  is obtained from pa^e 
115 of Reference 3. 

KF 
M.S.  = tu 

1.5   fv 
= (i.68Hid3tooo) 

(1.5)(i77,ooo) 1 = .01 

IKI.2.2.3 Upper Lug Stress Investigation - Upper Engine 

P = 68,300 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 15) 

P = W = 370 lb. (limit) 
v 

P =t2 + P2 « 68,300 lb. (limit) 

U.1.2.2.3.1 Link Tear-Out 

A = (l.l)(2.30-lAU)(2) = I.89 in 

16 



ft = —^ = 56,100 p.s.i.  (limit) 

127,000 
(l.5K5ö,i00j 

U.1.2.2.5.2 Link Shear-Out 

A = (l.l)(2.50 - l.UU)(2) = I.89 in2 

f8 = ^IBQ0 = 56,100 p.s.i. (limit) 

M S -   7^.000    , _ 

U.1.2.2.U Section 1-1 Stress Investigation 

1.51 

M 

Figure 6. Main Engine Mount - Section 1-1 Geometry. 

Section Properties; 

A= (2.9)(5.6) - (2)(l.7)(.8) - (2.5)(5.2) 

= 16.25 - 2.72 - 8.00 = 5.51 In2 

- k2,k  -2(.0725 + 7.81*) . 6.85 

= 1*2.^ - 22.65 

= 19.75 ink 
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-.     (l6.25)(l.^) - 2(l.36)(l.2^) - (8.00)(1.6^) 
5.51 

=   23.58-3:U0-13.20=M6   =li265in> 

Vy   = 1%%9)! .2[MK|^+ (i.56)(.015)
2] .i2^2£ 

(8.00)(.39)2+(l6.25)(.19)2 

= 11.38 +.59 - 2(.35+0)-4.17 - 1.22 = 11.97 - 6.05 
k 

=    5.92 in 

U.1.2.2.U.l   Loading Analysis 

a = tan"1 ^ = 13.6s0 ^ ^ 

Pxf = Px cos a+ Pz sin a * jfc- 5^5 ^ ^A& y 

= 68,300cos 13.62°+3708in 13.62° ^ 

= 66>00 + 87   « 66,500 It.  (limit) \ 

P
z»= Px sln a " pz cos a Figure 7.    »fein Engine Mount 

= 68,300 sin 13.62°- 370 cos 13.62°       Section 1-1 Loading Sketch. 

= 15,700 lb.  (limit) 

U.1.2.2.U.2 Stress Analysis 

M  = 3.^5? , -.85P , y-y      x'    z' 

= (5.^5)(66,400) - (.85)(15,700) 

= 215,700 in-lb, (limit) 

= (215,700K1.26) = ^ ooop^.i. (llmjt) 
b       5.92 

= 16J00 = 28oo p#8>1# (umit) 
t   5.51 

f = ^t + f t = ^8,800 p.s.i. (limit) 

f = ^^P0 - 12,100 p.s.i. (limit) 
8    5.51       *    ^ 

(1.5)^8,800) _  6     (i^K^.ioo)  1^ 
Rt 127,000   - •57b '  s 7^,000   - •245 
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Combining the tensile and shear stresses vectorially, the margin of 
safety is: 

1 
MaS«  —. 1  = 

t   s 

U.1.2.2.5 Section 2-2 Stress Investigation 

.53 

1.05 -*" 

-3.25- 

51 

^2^ 

*- A 

4 

v^R 

1.50 

6.25 

1 
1.15 j 

y 
Figure 8. Main Engine Mount - 

Section 2-2 Geometry. 

Section Properties: 

A= (5.25)(6.25) - (2)(1.8)(1.15) - (2.85)(3.25) 

= 20.35 - ^.l1* - 9.26 - 7.05 in2 

= 66.10 - 2(.23 + 15.12) - 8.16 

= 66.10 - 38.86 = 37.2U in1* 

~  (20.35)(l.6g5) - (2)(2.07)(1.3) - (9.26)(1.825) 
7.05 

33.00 - 5.39 - 16.90   10.71 

= 1.52 in. 

(2.85)(3.25)> 

12 
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y-y i^iSü! + (2o.35)(.105)
2-2 [Ü^'-S^ M2.0T)(.22)2] 

&m*M .  (9.a6)(.505)
2 

= 17.88 + .22 - 2(.459 + .10) - 6.27 - .86 
= 18.10 - 8.25 = 9.85 in1* 

Loading Analysis; 

M       =   6.55 P   + 2.55 P y-y x z 

= (6.55)(68*X))+(2.55)070) 

=   1^7,000 + 9^0 

=   UU7,900 in-lb. (limit) 

>       (H7t900)(l.52) 
\ - 9185 

= 69,000 p-8.1. (limit) 

1" 

X •«■ 

1 
6.55 

©y .-1 
f = 4^ = 52.5 p.ö.i. (limit) c  '»^        negligible 

Figure 9- Main Engine itount 
Section 2^2 Loading Sketch. 370 

f8 = ^j/^g
0 = 9700 p.s.i. (limit) 

V-^Ä222-^.  H6 = Ü^r
2 = .197 

Combining the bending and shear stresses vectorlally, the margin of 
safety is: 

1 
N.o. *" vt 2TT2" - 1 = 

+ R 
.20 

U,1,2,2.6 Section 3-3 Stress Investigation 

U.1,2.2,6.1 Section Properties 

A = 2[(5.95)(1.5) - (.5)(l.25)(.875) - (l.U)(l.5)] +(.58)(3.3) 
= 2(8.925 - .5^7 - 2.l6) + 1.91^ = 1^.35 in2 

_ 2[(8,925)(2.975)-(.51+7)(5.53)- (2.l6)(2.l5)] + (l,9l^)(.29) 

._ 2(26.55 - 3.03 -^.65) +.56 , ^0 __ ^ ^ 
T^5 1^05 

so 



V? £ 
IM dia. 

m 
■t ^ 5.5- 

1 ! 1*2.1^ 

^ 

^ 

5-95 *■ 

1-5 

-l 
1.5 

Figure 10. Main Engine Mount - Section 5-3 Geometry. 

^3 
Iy_y = 2 [i^g^r + (8.9ß5)(.305)2- LM^l .(.547)(2.86)2 

ik5^il£ .(2.16)(.52)2]+i2^§)!   + (1.914)(2.58)2 

= 2(26.35 +.83 -.05 - U.48 -.58 -.^9) + .05 + IO.85   =   5U.06 in 

lxx , g[i2^M£ + (e.^Xz.i.o^ li^Sl5 .(.^jd.jgf 

(1-'A^-5); . (g.i6)(g.to)2]. L2Sffi3£ ♦ (1.91M(0)2 

= 2(1.67+ 51.^0 -.02 -1.01 -.la - 12.42) + I.?1* + 0   =    8O.16 in 

4.1.2.2.6.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Lim:It Speed Condition; - 

C.F. = 136,000 lb. (limit) 

WT = 370 lb. (limit) 

My = (l3.00)(68500)+(4.32)(370) 

= 890,000 in-lb. (limit) 

P = 136,000 lb. (limit) 

1 
6S73Ö0T 

I 

4,32 r 
lb. 

370 
13.00 

1 
67,700 

Figure 11. Matin Engine Mount - 
Section 3-3*Loading Sketch (Cond. l). 

CO Section 3-3 

21 
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Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating; 

Px - 95,200 lb. (limit) 

Py = 5,550 lb. (limit) 
Pz = 14,800 lb. (limit) 

M = U7,000 in-lb. (limit) 
M = 166,500 in-lb. (limit) 

(Ref. Figure 5, page 12) 

1 

(+M       = M„+^.32 P   + 6.5 P,, 1Z                                           6 5 V   y-y      >        ^      2          ^    x iz              P     M.                        - 
= 166,500+ (U.52)(lU800) T              y9 Qr 

* (6.5)(95,200) X-H©y    ??-^r\- 
= 836,500 in-lb.  (limit) ^     "lp                    5U 

'2 

-N                                  13PV - A— A- - 
4)Mx-x = Ux + ~2l T       ^C-G- Se^. 3-3 -je 2 |j Tc»G 

. ^,000 + amm J 4.32 U- 2 
= 70,100 in-lb.  (limit) 

Figure 12. Main Engine Mount 
(JT   = ^.32Pf = (^.32)(3550) Sectioö 3-3 Loading Sketch 

Z = 15,350 lb-ln. (limit) (Conä- 5)- 

4.1.2.2.6.3 Stress Analysis (at point A) 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; - 

M = 890,000 in-lb. (limit) 

fb = (8'9)(1^5.28) = ^^ VB^  (llmlt) 

The shear load is assumed to be carried by the two members extending 
along the x-axls. 

A = 2(8.925 -.5^7 - 2.l6) = 12.U in2 
D 

P = 156,000 lb. (limit) 

fs = ^'M    = 10'900 P'8-1' (limlt) 

TSie material properties are obtained from page 13, and are used in the 
stress ratios presented below. 

p - (i.5)(5Sooo) _ 6,8   R _ (i.5)(io.900) a   221 
% -      127,060  " 'b3ü '      Rs "   f^öOÖ  " •221 

£2 



Combining the stress ratios vectorially, the margin of safety is: 

y^rp- -f- 
Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating; 

M  = 856,500 in-lb. (limit) 

^ = i^-?^»?-
28) = 50,7» p.s.i. (llelt) 

M  =70,100 in-lb. (limit) 

% - (1-0l)O?-l?> " 2,70) P.s.l. (limit) 

To determine the torsional stress distribution into the two members 
extending along the x-axis, the member thicknesses are reduced by the 
area of the removed material. 

B 8.^ - ffi - 2.16 a 1 ^ ln> 

1       5-95 

T  = 15,550 lb-in. (limit) 

f  .^T..        (?)(1?.??0) 
ST Ebt2  (5.95)(1.0^5)2(2) +(3.5)(.58)2 

= 5,250 p.s.i. (limit) 

fsx = %7^ = 7,500 p.s.i. (limit) 

f8y ' itül = 1'800 P'5-1' (limit) 

fc = illJ?55 " 1'050 P'8,1- (limit) 

The maximum compressive stress is: 

fcmx = S + ftx + fc ^ ^J500 p-8>i* (limlt) 

The maximum shear stress is: 

f8nBX =! f8T + f8x +S ^ ^J600 P-8'1' (limit) 

j, B (1.^(^,000) = ^ (l.?)fl2.600) „  6 
"b    127,000    '^^ '    s     74,000    •OD 

Combining the compressive and shear stresses vectorially, the margin of 
safety is: 

M.S. - , . 1 ,.  - 1 - M 
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U.1.2.2.7 Heat-Ebcpansion-Fitting Stress Investigation 

The heat expansion fitting is designed to rotate in the x-z plane due to 
engine thermal expansion. It can carry tension or compression loads and 
bending moments about the x or z axis. 

4.1.2.2.7.1 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition: 

P = 68,300 lb. (limit) (Ref. page l6) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

The  loading imposed during condition 3 is obtained from Figure 3 pre- 
sented on page 12. 

P^. = 93,200 lb. (limit) 

Pv » 3,550 lb. (limit) 

P  = lU,800 lb. (limit) 

M  = 47,000 in-lb. (limit) 

M  » 166,500 in-lb. (limit) 
y 

The heat expansion lug on the lower engine attachment is critical. 

P^  - ^ ^ - 2L|oo t i6£p , 59)1|00 lb  (ll]nlt) 

4.1.2.2,7.2 Englne-Fittir^ Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition: 

P = 68,300 lb. (limit) 

For link tensile tear-out: 

A = (2)(1.15 - .72)(1.5)(2) = 2.24 in2 

f
+ * -^Hrr ^ 50^50° P-8-1' (limit) 2^4 

M Q     127.000    . _ 
M-S- " ri.5)(30,500) " 1- 1.78 

2k 



x«* 

1.15 R 

IM  dia. 
typ. 

Figure 13. Heat-Expansion-Fitting General Geometry Sketch. 
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For link shear-out: 

A = A = 2.2U in' 
s   t 

fs= "Mr= 50'500 v-s'i- (limit) 

M
•5• " (1.5)(50,500) " 1 - 

.62 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

Px = 59,^00 ih. (limit) 

The engine-fitting lugs are satisfactory for the condition 3 loads ty 
comparison to the higher loading developed during the rotor limit speed 
condition. 

U.1.2.2.7.3 Section k-k Stress Investigation 

^.1.2.2.7.3.1 Section Properties 

A = (2.0)(.78) = I.56 in2 

(2.0)(.78)- 
y-y ~   12 

= .079 in1* 

_ (.76)(2.0)- 
z'-z'"    12 

k 
= .52 in 

U,1.2.2.7.3.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

P =^300 = 3^2001^ 
X     2     (limit) 

Mz = (.30)(3^200) 

= 10,260 in-lb. (limit) 

Px, = Pxcos350= 3^,200 cos 3^° 

= 28,000 lb.  (limit) 

Pyl = Pxsin350= 3^,200 sin 35° 

= 19,600 lb.  (limit) 

Figure 1^. Expansion Fitting - 
Section k-k Geometry. 

P, 

3.0 

Px' 

y' 

-i      ^  .     o 1    .30 r 
/ 

/ 
h' 

Figure 15. Expansion Fitting - 
Section k-k  Loading Sketch (vtond. l). 
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Rotor Overspeei Operation - Both Engices Operating; 

P  = 52£oo = 29j7D0 lb_ 
X 2 (limit) 

Pv =   "V2^ Ä   2>700 Ib. 
y 2 (limit) 

Mz = (.50)Px + (3.0)P 

= (.3)(29,'?00)+(3J(2,700) 

= 17,000 in-lb.  (limit) 

P  .= P  cos550+P   sin 55° Y x V 

= 29,TC)0 cos 55  + 2/700 sin 55° 

= 17,000 + 2,200 

= 19,200 lb. (limit) 

P ,= P   sin 55° - P   cos 55° xx y ^^ 
« 29,100 sin 55°- 2,700 cos 55° 

= 2^,300 - 1,600 

« 22,700 lb. (limit) 

Figure l6.    Expansion Fitting - 
Section k-k Loading Sketch (Cond. 3) 

U.1.2.2.7-3-3   ST.ress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

fb . Ü£^p2} . 5o>6oo p.B.l. (limit) 

ft =   ~*^ •= 18,000 p.s.i.  (limit) 

f8 =   1Hr " ^t600 V'3'1- (limit) 

•Hie matelrial properties are obtained from page 13 of this report and 
are used in the stress ratios presented below. 

R   . (l.^(?0.600 ^18,000)  ^   g 
Kb 127,000 •aLU 

\ ' ^^^^ - ■& 

Combining the bending and shear stress ratios, the margin of safety is; 

1 M.S. 

K rrrr 
-1 • .18 

27 
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Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

= (iTfooo}(.39) = Q^ooo p.s#i# (llmit) 
.079 

ft = 
2^ffl  = 1U,600 p.s.i. (limit) 

f = 19,200  = 12,300 p.s.i. (limit) 
8  1.56 

The bending modulus of rupture factor for rectangular sections is 1.5 
(Ref. 6, page 320). Using the 1.5 bending modulus of rupture factor, 
the bending stress ratio is: 

(l.5)(8Uf0G0)   tc. 
\ = {l.5)tl2T,000 = •661 

R+ = (1.5) (1^600) = .1725 
127,000 

R   = (l.5)(l2t300) = .25 
T^IOOO 

The margin of safety is obtained by combining the shear stress ratio 
with the bending and tensile stress ratios. 

M. Q. 

U.1.2.2.7.1* Mount-Fitting-Lug Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition: 

P = 68,300 lb. (limit) 

For link tensile tear-out: 

At = (3.0)(1.15 - .72)(2) - 2.58 in2 

f.  = 68.300 = 2b,500 p.s.i.   (limit) 
2^ 

M. b.     = 

(13 
127,000 

) (26,500) 

For link shear-out: 

A    = A    = 2.58 lnc 

B t 

fn - ^W = 26,500 p.s.i.   (limit) 

1 = 

"2755" 
7U,000 

M-S- = (1.5)(2£,500) 

.15 

2.20 

.87 
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Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating; 

P = 59,^00 lb. (limit) 

The mount-fitting lug is satisfactory for the condition 5 loads by com- 
parison to the higher loading developed during the rotor limit speed 
condition. 

4.1.2.2.8 Section 5-5 Stress Investigation 

Note: The four .25-inch 
thick webs are neglected 
in the section properties 
calculations. 

"♦—t   11- co  y^ 

7.50 - 
-7,0k 

W* 
< 

1 
s 

- 6.2U 
— 3.20 

& 

5>Z3^S typ—: 

zz 

? 
2.U5 

6.10 

7777 

.k0 typ. 

h— 
1.40 

2.^5 

typ. 

Figure 17- Main Engine Mount - Section 5-5 Geometry. 

4.1.2.2.8.1 Section Properties 

A= (7.3)(11.00) -  (3.2)(10.2) - 2[(1.52)(9.4) + (.53)(l0.2)] 

=   80.50 - 52.6 - 2(14.3 4-5.4)   =   80.30 - 72.00 

=   8.30 in2 

r       _ (7.5)(ll.O)3     (3.2)(10.2)3       r(l.5)(9.4)3 ^  (.55)(10.2)3 1 
y-y " 12 " """    12 ' ^ |_        12 + 12 I 

=    810 - 285 - 2(105 * 47) = 8l0 - 587    = 225.0 ink 
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z-z 

= 356-27.9-2(2,85+79-8+ .15+61.7) = 556-27.9-288.8 

= 59.5 ±nk 

^.1.2.2.8.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition: 

P^, = 508,700 lb. (limit) (Ref. Fig. 1, page 10) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

From Fig. 5, page 12; 

P = 212,100 lb. (limit) 

P = 7,100 lb. (limit) 

P = 29,600 lb. (limit) 

M = 9^,000 in-lb. (limit) 

M = 710,000 in-lb. (limit) 

4 

Figure l8. Main Engine Mount - 
Section 5-5 Loading Sketch (Cond.5) 

^.1.2.2.8.5 Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition: 

A =8.50 in2 

ft = ¥ = ^Ttw = 37'200 P'6-1- (limit) 

Using a 1.15 weld factor, the margin of safety is: 

M q -     .127,000       , _ 
M-S- " (1.15)(1.5)(37,200) " 1 " .98 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

A 8.50 in2, Iy_y = 225 ln\ Iz_z = 39.5 in 

Cz = 5.65 in. Cy = 5.5 in. 
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S ■ (710,^)i?^) - ",500 p.s.l. (limit) 
M 

fST = I'efrifnb = 3'080r-8-1-(u,nlt) 

where: K = (.U)(l0.6)(3.6)  = 15-25 in5 

fsz= ^i2' 5'57D p-5-1-(lin,it) 

f
t    = ^'^Q

0
 

= 25,600 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 weld factor, the ultimate stress ratios are: 

t,     = (1.15)(1.5)(17.500 ^25.600)  =     g 
"b 127,000 oo:J 

= (l.l^)(l.p)(?t080 tlSJOl    =     ^5 
s 7^,000 •1:>P 

Combining the bending and shear stress ratios, the margin of safety is; 

,68 M.S.   *~ _      ~  1  = 

s re 

U.1.2.2.9 Engine-Mount-to-Blade-Tip Attachment Lugs 

Material properties for T1-6AL-4V titanium alloy are obtained from page 
13.     n 
At 1+00    F.: Ftu = 127,000 p.s.i. 

F     =   7^,000 p.s.i. su        '  '        r 

4.1.2.2.9.1 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

PCF = 503,700 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 10, Figure l) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

The condition 5 loading is obtained from page 12, Figure 3« 

Px = 212,100 lb. (limit) 

Py * 7,100 lb. (limit) 

P = 29,600 lb. (limit) 

Mj^ = 9^,000 in-lb. (limit) 

M = 710,000 in-lb. (limit) 

31 



4.1.2.2.9.2 Section Properties 

Note: No scale. 

5.20 4.500 

3.00 dia.x .10 deep spotface 

I.58 dia. 

1.75 R 

Figure 19. Inner Lug - General Geometry Sketch. 

The section properties at the section under analysis are presented in 
that section's stress analysis. 
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t.l.2.2.9»5 Inner-Lijg-to-Mount-WeIdment Stress Analysis 

Preliminary analysis has established condition 3 to he critical. 

Weld area = (U)(.20)(5.5C- 2.125) = 2.70 in2 

Px = £1¥22 + Ti7tT3T= 99,750 1h. (limit) 

fs = %7^
= 57,000 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 weld factor, the margin of safety is; 

1 = M q -     7^,000  
M-S- ' (I.15)(i:5)(57,000) 

4.1.2.2.9.^ Section 6-6 Stress Analysis 

Preliminary analysis has established condition 5 to he critical. 

Area = (2)(l.60)(.85) = 2.72 in2 

Px = 99,750 lh. (limit) 

ft = ^£p = 36,700 p.s.l. (limit) 

M•S• " (l.5)(56,70O) 
1 = 

4,1,2.2.9.5 Bolt Hole Stress Analysis 

The load per holt is: 

p = 2^222 = 50,000 lh. (limit) 

Lug Tension Tear-Out: 

The lug tensile load is 
conservatively assumed to 
he carried as shown in the 
loading sketch. 

|=50^oo = 25>00011)<(lifflit) 

A =  (1.00)(.80) =  .80 in 

f= 2^000 =p<s<it 
1        'ö0 (limit) 

.16 

1.31 

symmetry 

Figure 20.    Inner Lug Loading 
Distrihution. 
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Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is; 

M c 127,000       , _ 
M-b- " (1.15){1.5)(31,200) " ^ " 

Lug Shear-Out: 

Sheai- area: A = (2)(.6C){l.5l) = 2.10 in 

fs = ^^Tt^   = 23>&00 P-s-i. (limit) 

Using a fitting factor of 1.15, the margin of safety is: 

MS        7^000       , M-S- " (1.15)(1.5){25,B00) ■ 1 " 

1.56 

.80 

^.1.2.2.9-6 Outer Lug-to-Mount Weldment Stress Analysis 

This portion of the main engine mount stress analysis is satisfactory by 
comparison to the inner lug to mount weldment stress analysis. 

4.1.2.2.10 Main Engine Mount to Blade Tip Attachment Bolt Analysis 

Bolt dia.: = 1.575 in. 
Mat'l type:  Hl Tl 20 series holts 

The material properties are obtained from page Ik  of this report. 

At 400° F. temperature:    F  = l60,000 p.s.i. 

F  = 96,000 p.s.i. su 

4.1.2.2.10.1 Bolt Shear Stress Analysis 

A = -J (1.575 )2 = 1.^85 in2 

Preliminary analysis has established condition 5 to be critical. The 
load per bolt is: 

P = 99,750 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 53) 

fs = -^S = 55,600 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M q -     .96,000        _ 
M•S• " (1.15)(1.5)(35,600) " 1 " ,66 
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U.1.2.2.10.2 Bolt Bending Stress Analysis 

u 

II 

The method of analysis used in determining the holt tending-stress level 
is obtained from pages l60 through l6h  of Reference 9« In the following 
analysis, the applied load is assumed to "peak-up" on the inner lug near 
the shear planes rather than he carried as a uniform load across the 
inner lug. 

P = 99,750 lb. (limit) 

Bushing 

P/2_i ^ZTJ 
T—  

P/2 £ 

2\ ̂  

w ••M» P/2 

■Li   —  P/2 

Figure 21. Bolt and Lug Loading Sketch 
Main-Mount-to-Blade-Tip Attachment 

Lug material properties: 

Ftu = 127,000 p.s.i. 

F     =    7U.OO0 p.s.i. 
su '        * 

d = 1.58 in. 
D = I.58 in. 
W = 5.6 in. 
a =    2,1 in. 

t1 =    .80 in. 

t2 = 1.00 in. 

= [-S-i] tÄ 

[2.1 
LT3H 

1] 1. 
" 2] 1, 

1.58 
(5ö 1.31 

Abr = Dt2 =  (l.58)(l.OO) = I.58 in 

At    =  CW-D)t2 = (3.6-1.58)(l,00) = 2.02 in2 

P' hr 

tu 

= ^/su = (i«58)(71+,ooo) = 117,000 lb. 

= At Ftu =  (2.02)(127000) = 265,000 lb. 
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CM nee        Pv„    < P bru - ^tu 

^min^ir- = 117,000 lb. 

PUmin « .583 
or tu 

T    s .28    (Ref. 9, page l62, Figure 4) 

M   = (-|-)b = 22*150 (.47) = 23^1^)0 m-lb. (limit) 

Z   = .2552 in5 

fb '   ^55? s 91'800 P-8'1- (lirait) 

Using a 1.15 fitting fiactor, the margin of safety is: 

.01 M Q    = 160.000 .  _ 
M'S-      (l.l5)(l!5)(91,ä0O) " 1 ~ 

^.1.2.5 Aft Engine Mount Stress Analysis - (Ref. Volume III, Figure 21) 

This portion of the main rotor system stress analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the aft engine mount, including 
the engine and the blade-tip-to-mount attachments. 

The naterial properties presented below are obtained from Reference 10. 

Material type: ri-6AL-4v titanium alloy 

At room temperature: 

)0 p.s.i. 
(Ref. 10, page 59) 

F^. = 162,000 p.s.i. tu    '        * 
F  = 9M00 p.s.i. su   ^ *   -^ 

At kOO  F. temperature: 

Ftu » (,785)(162,000) » 127,000 p.s.i. ( (Ref( ^ ^ ..^ ^ 

F  = (.785)(9^,000) = 7^,000 p.s.i. 1 

4.I.2.3.I Loading Analysis 

From a review of References 1 and 2, the critical aft engine mount loads 
occur during the rotor overspeed operation wioh both engines operating. 
A loading analysis is presented in each section and/or components analy- 
sis. 
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4.1.2.5.2    Englne-to-McüTit-Attachisent Bolts 

.625 dia. belts, NAS ^61;,    A =  .306? Ir.^,    Z -   .C-^ In5 

Mat'l  type:    7AL-12&R tltaniun- alloy 

The material properties presented below are ol;taineä froei Keference 12. 

At U00oF. Temperature: 

K    = i'9l)UM5'OöG) = il*l,0C0 p.s.l. 
tu 

F     - (.97)(9C/COO)   .=   87,000 p.s.1, 
su 

The aaximm bolt load is obtained froia Figyre 5 presente-d on pege 12. 

P     * 2,600 lb.   (limit) 

Bolt Shear Stress Analysis: 

Ths  bolt is loaded in double shear. 

A^ = (2)(.5CS} - .6156 in2 

f   =   rSr Ä ^>250 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

., „ 87.OOO        , I tw t 
M'0- ' "(I.15)(i'5)(^0} ' 1= i iugr' 

Bolt Bending Stress Analysis: 

The method of analysis used in determining the bolt bending stress level 
is obtained from pages l60 through lot of Reference 9« !& the following 
analysis, the applied load is conservatively ftasumed to be carried as a 
uniform load across the lugs, 

P -2,600 lb. (limit) 

b = .125 + .225 + .1375 = .^875 in. 

M = I (b) =2-^ (.1*875) = 63U in-lb. (limit) 
fb = §¥ = 26>k00 P-5-1- (limit) 

Using a fitting factor of 1.15, "the margin of safety is: 

2,10 Me;-       1^000 ! „ M-s- " 11715)(l.5)(26,U0ö) - 1 - 
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4.1.2.5.5 Englne-to-Aft-Mount Attachment Links 

The aft-mount-to-engine attachment lugs are designed to carry axial ten- 
sion or coinpres5ion loads. Freedom of movement is provided hy a spheri- 
cal or monoball type bearing. 

Material type: T1-6AL-4V titanium alloy 
The material properties presented below are obtained from page 15. 

At U00oF. temperature: F  = 127,000 p.s.i. 

F  = 7lt.0C0 p.s.i. su    *   r 

U.1,2.5.5.1 Loading Analysis 

P =2,600 lb. (limit) 

U.1.2.5-5.2 Lug Shear Stress Analysis 

Shear area: A = (2)(.15)(.55) = .165 in2 s 

f =^jS = 15,S00 p.s.i. (limit) 

Ueing a 1,15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

wq        7^000      , _ 
M-S- = (1.15)(1.5){15,ÖÖÖ) * 1 " 1.72 

It,1.2.5.5.5 Lug Tensile Stress Analysis 

Tensile area: A = .165 in 

ft «^S= 15,800 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1,15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M q       127,000      , . M*S- " (1.15){1.5)(15,B0Ö) " 1 " 
5.66 

U,1.2.5.^ Engine to Aft Mount Attachment Lugs 

Material type: Tl-ÖAL-^V titanium alloy 
The material properties presented below are obtained from page 15, 

At ^00° F. tenrperature: 

F =  127,000 p.s.i. 

F  = 7l+,000 p.b.i. su   ' '   * 
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^.1.2.3.^.1 Loading Analysis 

P - 2.c00 lb. (liait) 

k.l.2.3.k.2    Lug Shear Stress Analysis 

Shear area: A = (2)(.25)(,48){2) = .48 in" s 

f = ^9 = 5^20 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M q -    A**'000 i - High 

4.1,2.3.^.5 Lug Tensile Stress Analysis 

The lug is satisfactory for the applied tensile stress by comparison to 
the shear stress analysis presented above. 

4.1.2.3.5 Section 7*7 Stress Analysis 

Section Properties: 

A= (2)(2.0)(.3)+(.2)(2.3) 

= 1.2 + ,46 

= 1.66 in2 

v i^|^ ^(2^Ll£+(2)(.3,(1.3)2] 

= .2025 + 2(.0^5 + 1.015) = 2.24 in 

Loading Analysis: 

M - 8.8Px = (8.8)(2,600) 

= 25,900 in-lb. (limit) 

Shear load: 

P   = P   cos 45°= 2,60O cos 45° 
S X 

= 1,840 lb.   (limit) 

Corapressive load: 

P   = P   ein 45° ex 
= 1,840 lb.  (limit) 

feZZ3 

-.50 
Fig, 22. Aft Engine 
Mount - Section 7-7 
Geometry. 

-«4l.< 
Fig. 23. Aft Engine 
Mount - Section 7-7 
Loading Sketch. 
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Stress Analysis: 

h - ^'fli1-^  '  15,500 p.s.l. (limit) 
fs= i^lr = 1,110 p-3-1- (iiniit) 
fc= it^ = 1'110 p-5-1-(limit) 

Coiabining the bending and tensile stress directly, and using the material 
ultimate tensile and shear strengths, the stress ratios are: 

"b 127,000 •-LyC 

(1.^(1,110)  = 
71* ,000 '"^ 

1 

i 

R 
,000 

IK rm 1 = 
+ R 

High 

4.1.2.3.6 Aft-Mount-to-Blade-Tip Attachment Lag 

Loading Analysis; 

P = 8,050 lb. (limit)  (Ref. Figure 5, page 12) 

Hie load per lug is: 

P = ^Mp^ = ^,025 lb. (limit) 

Lug Shear-Out Stress Analysis: 

The shear area is conservatively taken as the tensile area. 

A^ = (2)(1.75 - .825)(.5)(2) = I.85 in2 

fs = l^P = 2'180 V'sA-  (limit) 
Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M c ~    7^.000      , „ 
M-S' " (1.15)(l!5)(2,100)* " 1 " 

High 

The remainder of the aft mount system is satisfactory by inspection. 

U.1.2.5.7   Aft-Engine-Mount-to-Blade-Tip Attachment Bolts 

.625 dla. bolts, type NAS U64 

Ifet'l type:    7AL-12ZR titanium alloy 

to 
-s   & ■ 



A = .5064 in2,  Z= .02k  in5,  P =4,050 lb. (limit) 

At k00oT.  temperature:  F+ = lUl,000 p.s.i. 
lu 

F  = 87,000 p.s.i. su     '   r 
(Ref. page 5?) 

Bolt Shear Stress Analysis: 

The bolt is loaded in double shear. 
._2 A = (2)(.3068) = .6136 in 

5 

fb= jzlz-6'™ *.*•!.  di-it) 
Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

1 = MS        .87,000 
M-S- - (i.l5){l.5)(fc570) 

High 

Bolt Bending Stress Analysis: 

The method of analysis 
presented below is ob- 
tained from page 16. Bushin 

dia 

P/2 -*- ^c 
Ä, 

T 

E 
P/2 -*■ 

j- 

if. 
Pin load 

ft 

m 
P/2 

P/2 

-H  d U 
Figure 2h.    Aft-Mount-to-Blade-Tip Attachment 

Lag and Bolt Loading Sketch. 
Lug material properties: - 

P.  = 127,000 p.s.i.,  F  = 7^,000 p.s.i. tu    ' '        su    '   r 

Pbr = (.825)(7^,000) = 61,000 lb. 
u 

= (.925)(127,000) = 118,000 lb. 
tu 

P'   = 61,000 lb. 
min 
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u. nan 61.000 .     ^^ 
(.625)(12^500)  " -585 

P = 9,220 lb.  (limit) 

T = .68 (Ref. 9, page 162, Figure k) 

LD      2jt0      LTS25      2jl ■ 75 
= .217 

b=^+r(1f)-^f M.68) ^= .42 in. 

^ « Dt2 = (.825)(1.00)  = .825 in2 

A.     " (W-D)(t_)  = (.925)(1.00)  = .925 in2 

D    =     .&>; 

W    =    i.75 
a 

t. 

M   =   f (b) 
84' 

Mp (.U2) = 8U5 in-lb.  (limit) 

fb' üi = ^'^ p-8-1-(limit) 

.35 

.50 

t2 =. 1.00 

in. 
in. 
in. 

in. 

in. 

Using a fitting factor of 1.15, the margin of safety is: 

1 = u <? 141.000 
M-S- - (1.15)(1.5)(55,200) 1.52 

4.1.5 tfain Rotor Blade Tip Engine Retention Structure - (Ref. Volume _.... _-. . . ___ .... _ _._,„..._.._,  ^ FigUre 8) 

This portion of the caain rotor system stress analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the main rotor blade tip, in- 
cluding the engine mount system pickup fittings and their attachment to 
the blade tip. The blade tip is analyzed in order of force transmission 
progressing from the engine mount system attachments to the blade pri- 
mary structure. 

The blade primary structure, including the engine mount system pickup 
fittings, is constructed of TI-8AL-IM0-IV titanium alloy  Ihe material 
properties presented below are obtained from Reference 11. 

Material type: TI-8AL-IM0-IV titanium alloy 

F. ■ 150,000 p.s.i, 

?tu 

E = 18.5 x 10 p.s.i. 

Fsu = •57IV" = 7^000 P'8-1- 

4.1.5.1 Loading Analysis 

From a review of Section 4.1.2.1, the maximum blade-tip loading occurs 
during the rotor limit speed condition and during the rotor overspeed 
condition with both engines operating. 
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The engine-mcunt-system loads presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3 are appli- 
cable to the blade tip and attachments, and eure used in the blade tip 
analysis. 

4.1,5.2 Engine-Main-Mount Pickup Fittings 

4.1.5.2.1 Lug Analysis 

The pickup-fittings lugs are analyzed for shear tear-out during the rotor 
overspeed pperation-both engines operating. 

P = 99,750 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 53.) 

Shear area: A = (2)(l.55)(l.OO) = 2.70 in2 
8 

f. = ^^^■ = 56,900 p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

1 = M q -     74,000 
M-S- - (I.15)(i:5){56,900) 

.16 

The attachment lugs are satisfactory for the applied tension and bearing 
loads by comparison to the lug shear analysis presented above. 

4.1.5.2.2 Section 8-8 Stress Investigation 

The section under analysis is located on Drawing Number 1108-552, pre- 
sented as Figure 26 on page 44. 

4.1.5.2.2.1 Section Properties 

Note: No scale 

.25 typ 

symmetry 

Figure 25. Upper-Main-Mount Pickup Fittings - Section 
8-8 Geometry. 
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A = .25(1^.1 + 1.95 + 5-6 + 1.95) = 5-^0 ln£ 

,^5 oc v 

z-z ■^■if.^l^-W^r . UiUi.vW.tf]* <?-6^) 

= 5^.^ + 2(.005 + 10.5) + .005 = 75.0 in 

k 

-    (.25)(ii>.i)(.ig;)t 2(.25)(l.95)(i.225) * (■25)(?.6)(a.o;) 
5.11O 

LS5^ t (.9)(l.a9)
2 

= .0184+ .269 + 2(.1545 +.551) + .971 + 2.U5 

= U.70 in 

4.1.5.2.2.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

PCF = 508,700 It. (limit) (Ref. page 10, Figure l) 

Load/fitting: Px = 
308^200 = 154,400 lb. (limit) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating; 

C.G. upper lug "bolt holes The engine-mount-pickup- 
fittings loads presented 
"below are obtained from 
Figure 5, page 12. 

Px = 212,100 lb. (limit) 

Py = 7,100 lb. (limit) 

Pz = 29,600 lb. (limit) 

'up 

outbd v 
fwd 
"P^W^c 

7.6 

M = 9^,000 in-lb. (limit) 

M = 710,000 in-lb. (limit) 
C.G. lower lug bolt holes 

Rotor Sta. 648.00 

Figure 27. Engine-Mount-Pickup - Fittings 
Loading Sketch  (Cond. 5) 

i «« 

^5 

* r. 



The upper lug loading is established below. 

Pxu " 2" + 73 2 + l.l     = 199,500 lb. (limit) 

p 
P    = ^ = 29^00  = lkQoo lb> (limit) 

v        x        7.100      9U 000 
pyu = 2 + 7^ =    2  + ^F~  = 15950 ^-C11«11*) 

The applied loads at Section 8-8 are: 

Px = 199,500 lb. (limit) 

P = .14,800 lb. (limit) 

Pw =   15,930 lb.  (limit) 
IM 

y-*- ^x tr^   y 
M   = (5.5)(l4,800) = U8,800 px   IC.G. Sect. 8-8 

y in-lb.  (limit) / 

M = (5.5)(l^30)= 52,600 in-lb. 
^ (limit) Fig. 28. Section 8-8 Loading 

Sketch - (Cond. 3) 

U.1.3.2.2.3 Section 8-8 Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition: 

P = 15^,^00 lb. (limit) 

ft = ^ff = 28,600 psi (limit) 

M q -   130,000    , _ 
M,5• " Tl.5){28,600) ' 1 - 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

P = 199,500 lb. (limit) 

Py = 15,930 lb. (limit) 

P = 14,800 lb. (limit) z 

M = 48,800 in-lb. (limit) 

M = 52,600 in-lb. (limit) 
2* 

ft= 19
^4Q

0
 

= ^'000 p-8-1- d^1*) 

2.03 
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The shear stress due to P is assumed to be carried by the three verti- 
cal flanges. " 

Ac = (.25)(1.95 
+ 1.95 + 3.6)= 1.875 in 

5 

fsz= ^1^ = 7'900 p-S,i' (limit) ^575 
The shear stress due to P is assumed to be carried by the horizontal 
fiance. 

A  = (.25)(1U.1D) = 5-525 in2 

^•(w.aooH?.^ . ?;jax, p 6,  (llmlt) 

The maximum combined stresses occur at point "A" as defined in Figure 
25 on page U3. 

fnt = ft 
+ fbynB3c 

= T2,800 p.s.i. (limit) 

fsmax S 1'S00 v-s'i-  (limit) 

The stress ratios are: 

R   = (1.^(72,800) =   Q^ 
nt 130,000     ^   '^ 

R   = jiJlSljSQQ}   =   l6o 
s 7^,000 •i0U 

Combining the tensile and shear stress ratios, the margin of safety is: 

.17 M.S. =    ,   A   
1   A       - 1 = 

fäf7*?" 
4.1.3.2.3 Section 9-9 Stress InvestigFtion 

From a review of Figure 26 on page kkf  both the upper and lower engine 
mount fittings are considered to act as a unit at Section 9"9 clue to 
doubler installations. 

4.1.3.2.3.1 Section Properties 

A = (2)(.25)(l4.1 + 1,95 + 1.8 + 1.95)» 9.90 in2 

I zz . M?mM3
ta[(l-9?H.g?)3 + (.2;)(i.95)(-..6)

2]^1-e)(i
2?): 

kl 



Note: No Scale, 

.25 typ. 

—y    y*—fe. 

Plgure 29. Section 9-9 Geometry. 

k I _    = 2 [5^A + 2{.005 + 10.5) +.0025] = 150 in 

JÜC . ÜJt^^£ +(3.525)(M25)2 + 2 [i^%^ +(.W75)(4.525)2]- 
(^^l.Sp + {,k5){k,kof 

1       *  2[.018U + IOU + 2(.15V) + 9.13) +.122 + 8.7] = 263 in 

U.1.3.2.3.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

PCF = 308,700 lb. (limit) (Ref. Fig. 1, page 10) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating; 

The  engine-mount-pickup - fittings loads presented below are obtained from 
Figure 5, page 12. 

P = 212,100 lb. (limit)    M = 9^,000 in-lb. (limit) 

P =  7A00 1*'  (limit)    M = 710,000 in-lb. (limit) 

P = 29,600 lb. (limit) 

k8 



The engine mount fittings loading due to sn applied load in the z-direc- 
tion is shown in Figure JO presented below. 

28,2 

, Bg « 12,U00 lb. 

11.8 1 ,P » 29,600 lb. 
3 2 

H29,600 

2 V/,  x lb. 
"• (shear) 

P «(moment) 
in-lb. 

550,000 

Figure 50. Engine-Mount-Fittings Loading Diagrea. 

The applied loading at Section 9"9 is: 

Fx = 212,100 lb. (limit) 

My-y = My + ifci (550'000) = T10.000 + ^5,ooo 
« 1,055,000 in-lb.  (limit) 

Ttorsion:    T   = i^ = 9^,000 Ib-in.  (limit) 

Shear:       P   = 12,1+00 lb.  (limit) 

^9 



1.78 

U.l.J.2.5.5 Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

Px = 308,700 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 1*8) 

A » 9.90 in2 (Ref. page kl) 

ft = ^~^ = 31,200 p.ß.i. (limit) 

M «?      130,000 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

Px = 212,100 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 49) 

ft = ^'j*00 = S!»1*00 P-S-i- (limit) 

M = 1,055,000 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. page 1*9) 

% = (1.0?5)(10^(5.?5) , ^,200 p.s.l. (Xlmlt) 

The shear load due to P is assumed to be carried by the six vertical 
flanges. 

K = (.25)(1.95 + 1.8 + 1.95)(2) = 2.65 in2 s 
P., = 12,1*00 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 1*9) 

fs - %^ = lt,550 p.s.i. (limit) 

The trrsional shear stress is assumed to be carried by the two horizontal 
members. r 

As = (.25)(1^.1)(2) = 7.05 in^ 

T = 9^,000 lb-in. (limit) (Ref. page 1*9) 

r
Bt - IK - m$$hm) -6l6 p-8-t-(UBit) 

The maximum tensile stresses are: 

i't = 21,1*00 + 22,200 = 1*3,600 p.s.i, (limit) 

and the tensile stress ratio is: 

R   - (1^)(^3.600) _ 

The maximum shear stress ratio is: 
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R   = ji^ßjgQl ,  o882 

Combining the tensile and shear stress ratios, the margin of safety is: 

•96 M.S.   - - 1   tsp    - 1 « 

s 1R 
V.l.J.2.1* Engine-Mount-Fittiags-to-Rib Attachment at Rotor Sta. 636.00 

The fittings-to-rib attachment, at rotor station 636.00 is provided by 
tvo doublers bonded to the outboard vertical flanges of the fittings 
and to the outboard fkce of the station 636.00 rib. An additional doub- 
ler is bonded to the inboard face of the rib and fittings at rotor sta- 
tion 636. To facilitate analysis, the inboard doubler is neglected in 
the stress analysis presented below. 

^.1.3.2.U.l Section Properties 

Shear area: k   = (M(3.25)(5.25) s ^2.^ in2 
6 

4.l.J.2.If.2 Loading Analysis 

Prom a review of Figure 26, page kh,  the mount fittings to station 
636.OO rib attachment doublers are designed to react loads having a 
direction along the z-axis. The maximum loading occurs during the 
rotor overspeed condition with two engines operating. 

P « 42,000 lb. (limit) (Ref. Figure 30, page U9) 
z 

If.1.3.2.If.3 Stress Analysis 

Pz « 42,000 lb. (limit) 

A = If2.If in2 

f8 -%200 =993p.8.i. (limit) 

The type of adhesive to be used in the bonded Joints has not been se- 
lected at this time. However, the mechanical properties of the bonded 
Joint are established per Reference _3. 

Fsu = 5'600 P-8'1, (Ref- 15' P*«6 7) 

Using a 1.15 fitting ftictor, the margin of safety is: 

600 3.60 
;i.i5)(i. M.s. »/, ,e<;r;w^\ -1 (1.15)(1.5K993) 

1.10 

The remainder of the engine m^unt fittings to rib attachment at rotor 
station 636.OO Is satislfetctory by inspection. 
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k.1.3.2.5   Engine-Mount-Fittings-to-Rlb Attachment at Rotor Sta. 607.80 

The fittlngs-to-rih attachment at rotor station 607.80 Is provided by 
two tre-sections bonded to the outboard vertical flanges of the fittings 
and to the outboard fece of the station 607.80 rib. From a review of 
Figure 26, page kk,  the mount fittings to station 607.8O rib attachments 
are designed to react loads having a direction along the z-axis. 

U.1.3.2.5.1 Section Properties 

Shear area: A8 « {k)  (.7)(5.5) + (l.3)(l.l) + (.5)(l.3)(2A) 

» 21.76 in2 

^.1.3.2.5.2 Loading Analysis 

P = 12,U00  lb. (limit) (Ref. Figure 30, page 1*9) 

^.1.3.2.5.3 Stress Analysis 

P = 12,1400 lb. (limit) 

A = 21.76 in2 

f = B^ = 570 p.s.i. (limit) s 21776 

f  = 3,6CX) p.s.i. (Ref. page 51) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M-S- = {1.15?(?5)(570) " 1 = 
2.66 

I4.I.3.2.6 Attachments for Engine-Mount Fittings to Blade Spar and Doub- 
lers 

The engine-mount fittings are attached to the blade spar doubler with a 
structural adhesive. From a review of Figure 26, the horizontal flanges 
on the fittings are structurally bonded to the blade spar doubler. The 
attachment is designed to carry shear loading in the chordwise and span- 
wise directions. 

If.1.3-2.6.1 Section Properties 

Shear area per fitting: 

As = (110(15) +(10)(13.3) +(2)(l6.5)(2.3)- (3^)(2.1)(.5) 

=    210  +133+76-1* 

=    1*15 in2 
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4.1.3.2.6.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

Load/fitting: P = 154,1»00 lb. (limit) 

P = 199,500 lb. (limit) 

Py = 15,950 lb. (limit) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

, (Ref. page k6) 

P = yp^ P2 «200,000 lb. (limit) 

4.1.3.2.6.5 Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

P = 15^,400 lb. (limit) 

A = 415 in2 
s 

f8 =i2j-tjpS!570p.8.i. (limit) 

Fsü = 3,600 p.; .1. (Ref. page 51) 

Using a fitting factor of 1.15, the margin of safety is; 

M-S' ' (1.15)^)(370) " 1 B 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating: 

P  « 200,000 lb. (limit) 

A  « 415 in2 
s 

fs "^T^-^p.s.i. (limit) 

F8U ' 3'600 V'SA'    (Ref- Page 51) 

Using a fitting factor of 1.15, the margin of safety is; 

M-S' " (1.15^1.5) (W2) ■ ls 

4.1.3.3 Engine-Aft-Mount Pickup Fittings 

High 

3.35 

The material properties presented below are obtained from page 42 of 
this report. 

Ftu ' :L50*000 P-8'1'*  FS » 74,000 p.s.i. 
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^.l.J.J-l Lug Analysis 

The aft-mount-pickup-fittings lugs are analyzed for tensile and shear 
tear-out during rotor overspeed operation with two engines operating. 

Px " ^,050 lb. (limit) (Ref. page hi) 

A = (1.00)(2.00 - .875) = 1.125 In2 

Lug Tensile Tear-Out; 

ft = 1025 " ;5'600 V'*'1- (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting fector, the margin of safety is: 

M Q 130.000 .  _ M-s- - (i.i5)u:5)(3,&o) -1 - 

Lug Shear-Out; 

f   = f.  = 5,600 p.s.i.  (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting fector, the margin of safety is: 

u c    - 7^.000 .  „ 
M-S- - (I.15)(l.5)(3,000) " 1 

k.l.3.5.2   Section 10-10 Stress Investigation 

Tbe  section under analysis is located on Figure 26, page kh. 

Section Properties; 

Note: No scale. 
.25 typ. 

  '   re- 

K2.0H 

L 

10.70 

Figure 31. Section 10-10 
Geometry. 

High 

High 
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A = (U)(2.0)(.2i;,'   + (2)(2.25)(.25)   + (2)(.6)(.25)  « 2.0 + 1.125 + -50 

=   3.^25 in2 

lyy =2^^ + (2)(.25)(5.225)2+^^%g^+(.25)(2.25)(5.975)2 + 

(2)^2?)    -H(2)(.25)(2.T25)2^,2^'6)     + (.25)(.6)(2.3)2] 

= 2(.0026 + 13.65 + .2375 + 8.88 + .0026 +3.72 + .00U5 + -ISk) 

= 2(27.29) =   5^.58 ln^ 

Loading Analysis; 

The loading data presented belov is obtained from Figure 3 on page 12. 

P   » 8,050 lb. (limit) x 

Stress Analysis; 
fc * ft^l ' 2'550 P-8-1' (:Limit) 

u c     130.000   . , 
M-S- " (1.55(2,350) " 1 High 

^.1.3.3'3 Aft Fitting to Blade Spar and Doublers Attachments 

The engine mount aft fitting is attached to the blade spar doubler with 
a structural adhesive. From a review of Figure 26, page Mf, the upper 
and lower flanges of the fitting are structurally bonded to the blade 
spar doubler. The attachment is designed to carry shear loading in the 
spanwise direction. 

Section Properties; 

Shear area per flange: A » (2.00)(15.0) =30.0 in 
8 

Loading Analysis; 

Hie maximum loading occurs during the rotor overspeed operation with 
both engines operating. 

P » U,025 lb. (limit) (Ref. page to) 

Stress Analysis; .  05_ 
f8 - 3O2 - 131* p.B.i. (limit) 

F8U " ^^ P-8-1- (Ref- P*«6 51) 
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High 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M Q -     3.600      . „ M-S - (l.l5)fG)(l3M -1' 
k.l.J.k   Blade Spar Doubler to Spar Attachment 

ThiB portion of the main rotor blade tip and attachreuts is satisfactory 
ßtructurally by inspection. 

U.l.3.5 Blade Sper Stress Investigation 

The  spar and doubler are assumed to carry all or the loads transferred 
from the engines to the blade primary structure. The spar section 
under analysis is located at rotor station 6O0.OO. 

The material properties presented below are obtained from page k2 of 
this r«port. /• 

E » I8.5 x 10 p.s.i.    F. = 130,000 p.s.i, 
v» tu 

G « 6.2 x 10 p.s.i.     F  » 7^,CO0 p.s.i. 

^.1.5-5.1 Section Properties 

io    p 
Chordwise:  EIC « 5.78 x 10  lb-in 

FlÄpwise:   EI_ = 4.58 x 109 lb-in2 

Q p 
Torslonal:      GJT •= 3.96 x 10y   lb-in 

k 
Chordwise:      I_   = 3,125 in 

h Flapwise:        I_   =     2^8 in 
s k Torsional:      J     ■     639 in 

Area: A     « 17.71 in2 

^.1.3.5.2 Loading Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

The  centrifugal force loading due to the engines and mounts is obtained 
from Figure 1, page 10. 

Pep - 308,700 lb. (limit) 

The  centrifugal force loading due to the engine mount system tip attach- 
ment hardware is established below. 

Weight « 68.7 lb. (limit) 
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2 2 
PCF = |" (W)(r) = ^^h (®-Vti6)  s 25.500 lb. (limit) 

where:      fi = l4.5 rai/sec. 

g =52.2 ft/sec2 

W = 68.7 lb. (limit) 

r = 56.0 ft. 

The total centrifugal force load is: 

P = 508,700 + 25,500 = 55^000 lb. (limit) 

Rotor Overspeed Operation - Both Engines Operating 

The fittings loads presented below are obtained from Figure 5 on page 
12. Use right hand rule on all moments and observe coordinate axis 
definitions shown on Figure 5« V 

Main-mount-pickup-fittings loading: 

Px = 212,100 lb. (limit) 

?yi = 7,100 lb. (limit) 

PZl « -29,600 lb. (limit) 

M^ » -1+7,000 in-lb. (limit) 

M^ = 710,000 in-lb. (limit) 

Aft-mount-plckup-fittings loading: 

PX2 «  8,050 lb. (limit) 

The centrifugal force loading due to the engine mount system tip 
attachment hardware is established below. 

2 2 
P^. - |. (W)(r) - -^l^- (68.7)(56) - 17,800 lb. (limit) 

The applied loading at rotor station 606.OO is established below. 

Px = PXl + PX2 + PCF = 258,000 lb. (limit) 

Py = ?yi  = 7,100 lb. (limit) 

Pz * Pzl " W'®0  lb- (I1»1*) 

Mx = 2.55PZ! 
+ ^ - (2.55)(29,600) + 1*7,000 

= 120,500 in-lb. (limit) 
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M = My, + k0.2 Pz = 710,000 + (U0.2)(29,600) 

= 1,900,000 in-lb. (limit) 

K = -U0.2 Pv + 2.55 P. 2 

y 

s -»-X 

yl  "  xl     ^ 
12.7 Pa 

= -(40.2)(7,100) + (2.55)(212,100) - (12.7)(8,050) 

= -286,000 + 5^1,000 - 102,000 

= 153,000 in-lb. (limit) 

U0.2 z\ r 6,k 

♦ y 
Main mount 

2.55 
^ 

♦•Vi 

Rotor Sta. 606.00 

12.7 

rzi 

?X1 

^      PCF pyi 

Aft mount 

-^*y 

Figure 32. Rotor Station 606.OO Loading Geometry. 

4.1.3.5.3 Stress Analysis 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

P = 334,000 lb. (limit) (Ref. page 57) 

A - 17.71 in   (ref. page 56) 

^34,00 
TTfT f^ = 25^000 = 18,900 p.B.l. (limit) 

F  = 130,000p.8;i. (ref. page 56) 

The margin of safety is: 

M q -  ^0,000   . _ 
M-S- -  (1.5){1B,90Ü7 " l " 

Rotor OverspefI Operation ■ Both Engines Operating; 
p 

ft =-^ = ^000= u^oo p.s.1. (limit) 

5.59 
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s. 

I- r 

v - ^ • ^äii^sa . ^^ p...,. (UBlt) 

^. ^. (i??.°oo)(i8.?). ^ r^ (llBlt. 

f
8t " -j~ ^ (lg0,?0^9l8'?) s 5^90 p.B.l. (limit) 

The mximum ten&ile stress is: 

ftmx " ft + S + fb« * 59,i,00 P*fl"1' (]LiBl4 ^ 
The aaxiaum uhear stress is: 

f8mx " f82 + fBt = 5'160 P*8'1, (3Littit) 

übe stress ratios are: 

Kt 150,000 •OT:>'        W
S 7S000 ••lü:? 

ConibinlQg the stress ratios, the margin of safety is: 

1      , _ M.S. 

"K 2^=5- + R. 
.1*4 

The remainder of the main rotor blade tip and attachments is satisfbetory 
structurally by inspection. 

k.l.k   Main Rotor Blade Typical Section 

This portion of the main rotor system stress analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the blade basic section. 

The blade basic section is constructed of Tl-SAL-lifo-lV titanium alloy. 
The material properties presented below are obtained from Reference 11. 

Ftu " ^i000 P-»-1- 
rail - .57F+tl - 7^,000 p,s.i. 

K  - I8.5 %  10° p.s.i. 

4.1A.1 Ifgadlgfi Analysis 

|, fhe blade basic section is analyzed for the following four loading con- 
ditions: 
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Cond. 1 - Rotor limit speed condition 
Cond. 2 - Pwd. flight, kl m.p.h., 2,5g, 562 f.p.8. tip speed 
Cond. 3 - Static droop 
Cond. k - Transient cyclic stick whirl 

4.1.U.2 Section Properties 

The section properties for the blade basic section presented below are 
obtained from Reference 11. 

At rotor station 17D.0C: 

10    2 
Chordwise otlfftiess;  El « 9.5 x ID  lb-in 

Plapwise stiffness:  Ely - 7.5 x 109 lb-in2 

Torslonal stiffness:  GJ - 9-7 x 109 lb-in2 

Blade chord: = 78 in. 

Blade depth: » (.15)(78) 3 11.7 In. 

A " 16.92 in2 

^•1'^'3 Stress Analysis 

The blade basic section is analyzed for the four loading conditions pre- 
sented in Section t,1.4.1. A buckling analysis of the blade is conducted 
for the static droop condition and transient cyclic stick whirl. 

Rotor Limit Speed Condition; 

The centrifugal force load during the rotor limit speed condition is con- 
servatively taken as the centrifugal force load at the tension-torsion 
bar retention pin. 

C.F. "= 890,000 lb. (limit) (Ref. page €k) 

ft = 
Bf^  3 52,500 p.8.1. (limit) 

M.s. =,, mm^r - 1 - n 130.000 5)(52,500) .65 

Fwd. Flight, kl  m.p.h., 2.5g. 562  f.p.s. Tip Speed; 

M = 1.2 x 10 in-lb. (limit) 

Mc =  .1 x 106 In-lb. (limit) \    (Ref. 2, pages 87, 96, 55) 

C.F. = h.6k x  105 lb. (limit) 
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r 
"f ' 1^^°" ^ ^J1

*
00
 P*»-i' (unit.) 

(7^)(105) 

. (I.0)(^)(p6.?)(l6.^(l0 ) =   1X6 p>Bii( (liffiit) 

c        (9.5)(1010) 

ftMXSt 2?'1*00 ■*■ ^»^Oü = M*,700 p.s.i. (limit) 

& 

Static Droopt 

The static droop flapwiee noasent at rotor station 110.00 iß obtained from 
page 32, Figure 65, of Reference 2. 

Mj, = 1.08 x 106 in-lb. (limit) 

The naximum compressive stress occurs on the lover skin where it forms 
a part of the spar. The equations used in determining the critical com- 
pressive buckling stress are obtained from pages 310 and 369 of Refer- 
ence 6. The buckling stress is considered to be the sum of the buckling 
stress for a flat sheet simply suppoerted on four sides, and the buck- 
ling stress for a cylinder with a large radius. 

2 
FC^ - KE(if - (5.62)(18.5)(106)(-^)   - 3A30 p.s.i. 

K - 3.62 t - .136 in. 

E - I8.5 x 106 p.s.i.        b - 19.0 in. 

" r   ♦ 1*6 4. 1.31 

9 HI)1"-« Of)1'3] 
■(17.1)(10_5) + (3.52)(Kr5)] 

(18.5)(10°)(2.062)(10    )  - 3,820 p.s.i. 

« (18.5)(106) 

- (18.5)(106) 

t = .136 in. 
R « 120 in. 
L "=  89 in. (rib spacing) 

In order to preclude compressive buckling of the lower skin, a stringer 
is installed midvay between the nose and rear spars and extends the 
length of the blade. The method of determining the stringer critical 
compressive buc^cling stress is obtained from pages 378 and 379 of Ref- 
erence 6. 
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Stringer geometry and mterial type: 

1.0 in. x 1.0 in. x .050 \n. thick angle Bade from Tl-6AL-llto-lV 
titanium alloy. 

"tongent modulus:    Et 
B 19.55 x Iß   p.s.i. (ReJ. 11, Figure 15) 

^    (b/t)2        (1.0/.050)'- 

K «  .585 
b =   1.0 in.  (leg length) 
t » .050 in. 

?CCR " 5^30 + 3,820 + l3,600 Ä 25,35C P'B'i- 

übe maximum applied comprcssive stress on the lover skin is established 
below. 

f . Il..o8)(1o*)(?.8?l(l8.;iKio
6l . ^ lUmit) 

(7-9X109) 

.10 

Transient Cyclic Stick Whirl; 

The transient cyclic stick vhlrl maneuver is conducted at a tip speed 
of 650 feet per second. The lov frequency in-plane bending moment is 
obtained from Reference 2,  page 101, Figure 95, and has a magnitude of: 

Mp - ±5.25 x 10    in-IV.  (limit) 

C.F. " 5.38 x Iß5 lb.  (limit)  (Ref. 2, page 53, Figure 8) 

ft • (?-ffi^0 ) « 31,800 p.s.i. (limit) 

. {?.2?)(io6)(?8.5)(i8.5)(io6) .      ^ p>8>i> (llmlt) 

^       (9.3)(iolfl) 

nie maximum tensile stress on the trailing edge is: 
f*£ «■ 57,800 + 31,800 - 69,600 p.s.i. (limit) 

M-S- " (1.5^9%) " lm 

The maximum conqpressive stress on the trailing edge is: 

fe   - 37,800 - 31,800 - 6,000 p.s.i. (limit) 
max 

To simplify the buckling analysis, the trelling edge cap is assumed to 
be a hollow cylinder having an outside diameter of l.lSf Inches and a 
wall thickness of .125 Inches. 

.21 
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O.D. = 1.187 in., 
t = .125 in.. 

R = .5955 in., 
E = I8.5 x 10 p.s.i. 

FCCR S •5E (R)  (Ref' 6' **** 3Ö9) 

= (.3)(18.5)(1D6) -j^ = U,TOO p.s.l. 

M.S. T 
11.700 

1.5)(6,0 ÖÖOj 
•30 

The trailing edge cap will not buckle during the transient cyclic stick 
whirl condition. 

1^.1.5 jfeln Rotor Blade Root Retention Structure - (Ref. Vol. Ill, 
Figure 5) 

IMs portion of the nain rotor system stress analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the blade root retention struc- 
ture, including the tension-torsion bar assembly and its installation. 

The blade skin and doublers are constructed of TI-8AL-IM0-IV annealed 
titanium alloy, and the primary structure is made of solution heat- 
treated Tlr6AL-^V titanium alloy. 

For Tl-SAL-Uto-lV annealed titanium alloy sheet: 

Ftu = 130,000 p.s.i. 

F. su .57F, tu 7^,000 p.s.i. 
»6 

(Ref. U) 

E  » I8.5 x 10 p.s.i. 

For Tl-6AL-kV solution heat-treated titanium alloy bar and sheet: 

F  - 162,000 p.s.i. tu 
Kn  " 9^,000 p.s.i. 
Fbr " iT^000 p.8.i- u 

(Ref. 10, page 39) 

4.1.5.1 Loading Analysis 

The main rotor blade root retention system is analyzed for the following 
loading conditions: 

Cond. 1 - Rotor limit speed condition 
Cond. 2 - Fwd. flight, 2.5g, kl m.p.h., 562 f.p.s. tip speed 
Cond. 3 - Two engines inoperative in hover 
Cond. k - Transient cyclic stick whirl 

4.I.5.I.I Condition 1 Loading 

The rotor limit speed condition centrifugal force load presented below 
is obtained by multiplying the ratio of the squares of the tip velocities 
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at 8l3 feet per second and at 650 feet per second times the centriftigal 
force load developed at a tip velocity of 650 feet per second. 

C.F. = (jj^J (5TD,000) « 890,000 lb. (limit) 

U.1.5.1.2 Condition 2 Loading 

The cbordvise moment at rotor station 71.00 during condition 2 is neg- 
ligible! as the main rotor system is designed for the cbordvise moment 
due to engine thrust t? be reduced by the blade and engine nacelle drag 
auch that the cbordvise moment at the rotor system centerline is zero. 

My  - 3.6 x 106 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 71, P- 87) 

C.P. » k.O x 105 lb.   (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. b, p. 53) 

Torque: T  - I.78 x 105 Ib-in. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 9, p. 5^) 

4.1.5.1.3 Condition 3 Loading 

Mp - 6.3 x 105 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 6k, p. 83) 
Mß - I.l8 x IX)6 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 85, p. 95) 
C.F. " k,0 x lO5 lb.   (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 8, p. 53) 
T - 1.78 x 105 Ib-in. (limit) (Ref. 2,  Fig. 9, P« 5^) 

4.1.5.1.4 Condition k Loading 

My  - 8.0 x 105 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2,  Fig. 78, p. 9l) 
Mß  - i3.4 x lO6 In-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 95, P-lOl) 
C.F. - 4.0 x 105 lb. (limit) (Ref. 2,  Fig. 8, p. 53) 

T  - 1.78 x 105 Ib-in. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 9, P- 54) 

4.I.5.2 Tension-Torsion Bar Retention Pin Analysis 

ühe T-T bar retention pin provides the tens ion-tors ion bar attachment to 
the rotor blade. The blade and tip attachments centrifugal forces and 
torsional moments are carried through the tension-torsion bar to the hub. 

4.1.5.2.1 Section Properties 

The attachment pin has an outside diameter of 6.50 inches, vith a vail 
thickness of 1.25 Inches at mid-span and .50 inches at the ends. The 
section properties are developed belov. 

At the ends:     A - f (6.502 - 5.502) - 9-425 in2 
1 ! 

At the mid-span:      Z - ~ (6,? £~ ) - 23-095 in5 
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^.1.5.2.2 Loading Analysis 

Preliminary analysis has established that the maximum pin loading occurs 
during the rotor limit speed condition. 

v (lb/in.) rrfm 
I   = 11.70 in. 

a   = 3.225 in. 

b    = 2.625 in. Figure 53.    T-T-Ear-to-Blade-Attachment- 
2b = 5.25 in. Pin Loading Geometry. 

i^ = Rg = ^f000 = 1^5,000 lb.  (limit) 

v   = fog/Pg0 = 173,000 lb/in.      (limit) 

The maximum moment occurs at mid-span: 

M = Ma + .5b) = W5,000f5.225 + (.5)(2.625^1= 2,020,000 in-lb. 
^ ^ -J (limit) 

The maximum pin shear load is on the ends and has a magnitude of: 

IU = Rg = 1^5,000 lb. (limit) 

4.1,5.2.3 Stress Analysis 

f   = 2/C?£/P00   » 87,500 p.B.l. (limit) 

M-s- " (1.5)(Ät3öö) * 1 - 
tB = hf.i2$   * k1'200 p-84'  (llflllt) 

M's- ~ (1.5)(^öö) * 1 " 

4,1,5.3 Blade T-T Bar Retention Pin Hole Analysis 

4,1.5.3.1 Section Properties 

Approximate composite thickness: t » 1,64 in, per side 
Hole diameter: D = 6.75 in. 

Bearing area:    A^ - (l,64)(6.75) « 11.08 in2 per side 

.24 

.33 
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1.88 

^.1.5.5.2 Stress Analysis 

The centrifugal force load per side is: 

p  = SWjOOO   =  u^ooo.-u,. (linlt) 

^r'^S2 = ^0,200 p.s.i. (limit) 

M*S' " {1.5)(40,20Ö) " 1 - 

U,1,5.U Rotor Station 102,00 Analysis 

Rotor station 102.00 carries flapvise and chordwise moments only, as it 
is located inboard of the tension-torsion har retention pin hole. 

^.1.5»^«1 Section Properties 

The section properties presented belov are obtained from Reference 2; 
page 51. 

Flapwise El = 1^.7 x 109 lb-in2, Cw = 5.15 in. 
10     P 

Chordwise EX = 9.85 x 10iV Ib-in^, C = 1*1.5 In. 
t y 

E = 18.5 x 10° psi 

^.1.5.4.2 Stress Analysis 

Condition 2 Analysis; 

Mp = 5^6 x 10 in-lb. (limit) (ref. page 6k) 

f   = (5.6)(10
6)(5.15)(18.5)(106) = 2 300 p>ß>i. (lioit) 

* (1U.7)(109) 

M q -    130,000       _ M•s• - {i.5K25,5oö) - 1 - 2.72 

Condition 3 Analysis: 

■» 1 rP   4n    TU       ft 4^,44- \ 
(Ref. page 6k) 

,6 

Mj, = 6.5 x 105 in-lb. (limit) 
Mß = I.l8 x 106 in-lb. (limit) 

f  (6.3)(10^)(5.15)(18.5)(106) „ ^oo VtBA,  (limlt) 
^       (14.7)(109) 

M•S• " (1.5)(ilöö) High 
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4 

"c (9.85)(10K,) 

" "^T^--" (1.5)(9,200) 

Condition k Analysis; 

Mc = ^A x 106 In-lb. (limit)    (ref. page 6k) 

s (?^)(106)(^^)(18.?){106) „ 26/50O p.8.i# aiait) 
b (9.85)(1010) 

High 

M-S- ' (1.5^(2^500) " 1 2.2? 

Rotor station 102.00 Is satlsfkctory for flapvlse bending by conqparlson 
to the condition 3 analysis presented on the previous page. 

U.I.5.5 Maln-Rotor-Blade-to-Stub-Blade Attachment 

The main-rotor-blade-to-stub-blade attachment Is provided by bearings 
located at rotor stations 42.80 and 99«SO« The bearings react the 
flapvlse and chordvlse moments Into the stub blade as couples. The 
critical flapvlse and chordvlse moments occur during condition k. 

U.1.5.5.1 Loading Analysis 

Mp - 8.0 x ID5 in-lb. (limit) 

MJJ » ±3-4 x 10 in-lb. (limit) 

i = 99.20 - 42.80 = 56A in. 

(Ref. page 64) 

VMC2!32._ Jai.V{U6)f  * C(8.0)(10?)]2 _ ■ M—/^ U      . 62,000 lb. 
^•k (limit) 

4.1.5.5.2 Section Properties 

The  section properties are presented in each individual Item stress 
analysis. 

4.1.5.5'3 Pitch Bearing Support Stress Analysis 

Outboard Pitch Bearing Support; 

Outside diameter; OD - 11.50 in. 
Inside diameter:  ID s 10.00 in. 
Moment arm;        " 3*0 in. 
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A = J (11.502- 10.002) 

= 25.2 irT 

I = ^ ill.50k.10.OOk) 

= 368 in^ 

N. 

f4-\ 
ii 
#- ^ 

Main rotor blade 

c • >.75 in. 

Figure 3^. Outboard-Bearing Support 
Geometry Sketch. 

Shear stress: 
f8 = ^2^2 = 2,kQ0 p.s.i. (limit) 

we _  9*sooo   i _. M*s- s (1.5)(2>8Ö) " 1 " 

Bending stress: 
fb . (62fOOO^)(5.75) s 2f910 v^  (liBit) 

MS     162.000    , _ 

Inboard Pitch Bearing to Rotor Blade Attachment: 

Lug width:    v « 3.00 in. 
Lug thickness: t - .30 in. 

Shear area: A » (2)(3.00)(.50) « 5.00 in2 s 
P = 62,000 lb. (limit) (ref. page 6?) 
fs " %r^ " ^J1*00 P'8-^ (i^t) 

Using a 1,13 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 
0)| QQQ 

M-s' " (l.l^(l^)(^,l»00J ■1 " 

High 

High 

3.^0 

The remainder of the inboard-bearing-to-rotor-blade attachment is satis- 
factory by inspection. 

^,1.3.3«^ Pitch Bearirgs Stress Analysis 

The pitch bearings selection has not been finalized at this time. During 
Phase II a comprehensive 'study vill be made to select structurally satis- 
factory bearings to adequately support the applied loading. 
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k,l,5.6   Tension-Torsion Strap Assembly 

The tension-torsion strap assembly consists of high-strength wire wrapped 
around a flanged hushing at each end, in multiple layers to provide the 
proper width and thickness, and bonded together with urethane rubber. 
The material geometry and prpperties presented below are obtained from 
Reference lU, 

.006 in. dia. AM 355 CRES steel wire. 

Min. breaking strength per wire is 12.5 pounds. 
Requires 107,000-107,300 wires per 8lde,bonded with 
urethane rubber. 

The ultimate strength of the strap is: 

PT = (12.5)(107,000) = 1,338,000 lb. 

The maximum tension-torsion strap load occurs during the rotor limit 
speed condition. 

CF 890,000 lb.  (limit)    (ref. page 6k) 

The margin of safety is:   M.S. = rr gvjUA AQAI - 1 0.00 

^.1.6 Stub Blade and Retention 

This portion of the main rotor system strees analysis is concerned with 
the static structural substantiation of the stub blade and retention. 

The stub-blade skin and doublers are constructed of TI-8AL-IM0-IV an- 
nealed titanium alloy, and the primary structure is made of T1-6AL-UV 
titanium alloy. 

For TI-8AL-IM0-IV annealed titanium alloy sheet: 

F. « 130,000 p.fc.l. 

F  » .57 F. » 7^,000 p.S.l. 
6 su (Ref. U) 

E  - 18.5 x 10° p.s.i. 

For T1-6AL-W solution heat-treated titanium alloy bar and sheet: 

Ftu - 162,000 p.s.i. 

P  » 9^,000 p.8.1. 
su   ^' r 

F. « 17^,000 p.s.i. 
bru 

(Ref. 10, page 39) 
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U.1.6.1 loading Analysis 

From a review of Section U.1.5,5, the critical atub-blade loading occur« 
during the transient cyclic stick vhirl condition. 

M« = 8.0 x 105 in-lh. (lindt)  | 
^ .    6      /    x  I {Ret.  page 64) 

1^ » t^.U x 10° In-lh. (limit)  |      *™©   / 

U.1.6.2 Stub-Blade -to -Main- Rotor-Blade Attactmept 

This portion of the stub-blade analysis is adequate by comparison to the 
rotor blade to stub-blade attachment analysis presented in Section 4,1,5.5, 

4.1.6.3 Stub-Blade Typical Section 

The section properties for the stub blade at rotor station 71 »25 are pre- 
sented below. 

EL, = 15.8 x 1010 lb-in2,       C = 18.5 in* 
10    ?        ' 

Ely = 5.01 x ICT lb-in ,       Cz= 8.25 in. 

E  « 18,5 x 10 p.s.i. 

Maximum chordwise bending stress: 

f  s (3.4}(10
6)(18.5)(18 5)(106) = 8   ^.^(^ 

c (13.8)(1C10) 

M*s- " (l.5)fB7öö) * 1 ' High 

Maximum flapwise bending stress: 

s (8.0)(lcP)(8.25?(l8 5)(io
6) = ,   p>8a< (Umit) 

f        (3.01)(1010) 

M S    .^0.000    , . High 

4.1,6.4 Stub-Blade-to-Hub-Attachment Lugs Analysis 

4.1.6,4.1 Loading Analysis 

The stub-blade-to-hub-attachment lugs are analyzed for the following load- 
ing conditions: 

Cond, 2 - Fwd. flight, 2,5g, 4l m.p.h., 5^2 f.p.s. tip speed 
Cond. 3 - Two engines inoperative in hover 
Cond, 4 - Transient cyclic stick whirl 
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Condition 2 Loading: 

The chordwise snonent at rotor station JO.00 during condition 2 is neg- 
llglble, as the main rotor system is designed for the chordwise moment 
due to engine thrust at the blade tip to he reduced hy the blade and 
engine nacelle drag such that the cfcordvise moment at the rotor system 
centerllne is zero. 

Up * h.k x 10b in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2,  Fig. 71, p. 67) 

Condition 3 Loading: 

My = 7.6 x  105 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2, Pig. 6k,  p. 83) 

J^, » 1.36 x 10 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. 2,  Pig. 85, p. 95) 

Condition k Loading; 

My = 9.8 x 105 in-lb. (limit)  (Ref. 2, Fig. 78, p. 91) 

J^, = 5.5 x 106 in-lb. (limit)  (Ref. 2, Fig. 95, p.101) 

h,l,6,h.2    Section Properties 

Tine thickness: t = 1.30 in. 

Tine diameter: D = 12.00 in. 

Hole diameter:  d = 6.9O in. 

Tensile area:  At = 1.3(12.00- 6.90) - 6.63 in2 

Shear area:    Aa  = (l.5)(2.9)(2) - 7-55 in
2 

U.1.6.4.5 Stress Analysis 

The flapwise moments and torsional moments ere assumed carried as couples 
by the upper and lover lugs. The chordvise moments are assumed carried 
as a couple by the attachment lugs and the adjustable link. 

Condition 2 Stress Analysis: 

The load per lug due to flapwise bending is: 

. . ("•■'Mi 
x TM p   . VtM^l   . 253,000 It. (limit) 
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Lug tensile tear-out: 

ft = ^fe!^ = 38,200^8.1. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M <5 -     162,000 I  .. 
M-S* " (1.15){1.5)(3B,200) ' 1 " 1-46 

Lug shear-out: 

253^000 = 53^500 p.s.l. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

iiq        9^.000       ,_ M-s* " (i.i5)(;.5j(55,5oo) - 1 - .65 

Condition 3 Stress Analysis: 

The load per lug due to flapvise bending is: 

Px = 
(7,^i^ = ^0,000 lb. (limit) 

The load per lug due to chordwlse bending is: 

Px = (li2i[30)) = 25'700 lb- (limlt) 

The maximum lug load is: 

P - (U0,000 + 23,700) = 63,700 lb. (limit) 

The lugs are satisfactory for the condition 3 loading by comparison to 
the higher loading developed during condition 2. 

Condition k  Stress Analysis; 

The load per lug due to flapvise bending is: 

px = ^4^= *>ko0 IK (iimit) 
The load per lug due to chordwlse bending is: 
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Px = 0(1)(30)) = ^'k00 lb- ^linltJ 

The maximum lug load Is: 

P = 56,400 + 58,400 « 115,000 lb. (limit) 

The lugs are satisfactory for the condition k  loading by comparison to 
the higher loading developed during condition 2. 

4.].6,5 Stub-Blade-to-Adjustable-Link Attachment Analysis 

4.1.6.5.1 Loading Analysis 

From a review of Section 4.1.6.4, presented above, the maximum adjustable 
link load occurs during condition 4. 

Px = 
(5,^>

10 i = 117,000 lb. (limit) 

4.1.6.5.2 Section Properties 

Tine thickness: t « .75 in. 

Tine diameter: D - 4.00 in. 

Hole diameter:   d - 2.00 in. 

Tensile area:    At » (.75)(4.00- 2.00)(2) » 3-00 in
2 

Shear area:     A = (.75)(1.15)(4) = 3.45 in2 
8 

4,1.6.5.5   Stress Analysis 

Lug tensile tear-out: 

ft = i^5   = 39,000 p.S.l.  (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M s 162.000 I  . M•S• " (l.l5j(ir5K39,ÖÖÖ) " 1 " 1^1 

Lug shear-out: 

f   = yitg£2   = 3^,000 p.6.1.  (limit) 
s j*lO 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 
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u c -      9^.000       . 
K-S- " (1.15)(1.5)(^,000) ■ 1 - .60 

1*16 remainder of the attadunent lug Is satisfectory by Inspection. 

U.1.7 Main Rotor Hub Assembly - (Ref. Volume III, Figure 2) 

This portion of the rotor system stress analysis is concerned with the 
static structural substantiation of the rotor hub and attachments. 

übe material properties presented below are obtained from page 39 of 
Reference 10 Ibr Tl-6AL-iv titanium alloy. 

P. - 162,000 p.s.i. 

P  = 9^,000 p.s.i. 
8U      ' 

^.1.7-1 General Loading Analysis 

From a review of Reference 2, pages 53 through 101, the critical hub 
loading occurs during the following conditions: 

Oond. 1 - Rotor limit speed condition 
Cond. 2 - IVd. flight, kl m.p.h., 2.5g, 562 f.p.s. tip speed 
Cond. 3 - ftflo engines inoperative in hover 

During the condition 1 maneuver a centrifugal force load per blade of 
890,000 lb. (limit) is developed at each blade retention pin. 

IXiring the condition 2 maneuver the following loading is developed on 
each blade at rotor station 30.0: 

Hp - U.lK) x 10 in-lb. (limi4;) (Ref. 2, Fig. 71, P- 87) 

T - 1.8l x 105 Ib-in. (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 8, p. 53) 

&F.- ^.33 x 105 lb.   (limit) (Ref. 2, Fig. 9, p. 5,0 

Loading assumptlona: 

The  flapwise moments are carried as a couple by the upper and 
lower hub tines. 

The torsion is carried as a couple by the upper and lower hub 
tines. 

nie centrifugal force loads are carried by the hub tines. 
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Note: No scale. 

Adjustable link 

^L Stub blade 

TT Main blade 

Figure 35. Rub General Geometry and Loading Sketch. 

i*.1.7.2 Lug Analysis 

^.1.7.2.1 Loading Analysis 

The highest lug loads are developed during condition 2. 

Mp = hM x  10 In-lb. (limit) at rotor sta. 30,0 

T = 1.81 x 1(P  in-lb. (limit) at rotor sta, 30,0 

C.F.= 4.53 x 105 lb.   (limit) at rotor sta, 30,0 

The load per lug tine due to flapvise bending is: 

PF = ^i^
10 - 315,000 lb. (limit) 
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The load per lug due to torsion Is: 

Py = 
1'8^9^  = 13,000 lb. (Unit) 

The load per lug tine due to centrifugal force la: 

jtjg x ICT ss 217 OOQ lb# (llmlt) Px = 5 

There aleo exists loading In the tines due to the restraint spring. 
During forward flight at kl miles per hour the rotor system Is tilted 
at an approximate angle of *U degrees vith respect to the rotor main 
mast. This results in the spring restraint load being applied at an 
angle of 31 degrees with respect to the retention pin centerline. 

Spring rate = 30f,000 lb. per radian of tilt, 

a = ^0 = .0698 rad. 

P - (.0698)(36^000) = 25>00 lb. (limit) 

P = 25,^00 sin 31° = 13,100 lb. (limit) 

P. = 25,^00 cos 31° = 21,800 lb. (limit) 

The maximum teaslle load occurs on the lover tine and has fa. magnitude of: 

Px = (315,000+217,000+ 13,100 - J-3^000^ llf70Ü 

= 538,000 lb. (limit) 

U.1.7.2.2 Section Properties 

Tine thickness: t - 1.75 in. 
Tine diameter: D ■ 12.00 in. 
Hole diameter:  d = 6,90 in. 

Tensile area: A^ » (l.75)(l2.00- 6.90) - 8,92 in2 

Per the discussion on pages 165 and 166 of Reference 9, the lug shear 
failure is predicted to occur as shewn in Figure 36 below. 

Note: No scale. 

A8 - (1.75)(2.9)(2) 

- 10,15 in2 

Figure 36, Predicted Lug Shear Failure Location, 
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1*.1.7.2.5 Stress Analysis 

Lug tensile tear-out: 

ft = ^g/^
0 = 60,200 p.8.1. (Unit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

„ <, 162,000       . 
M-S' " (l.l^)(l.5KfcÖ,2ÖÖ) " 1 " 

Lug shear-out:      „Q -^y. 

fa = 2jtf$r = 55,000 p'8-i' (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

M-S- = (I.l5)(l3(53,ööö) " 1 = 

.56 

.03 

U.1,7.3 Rotor Blade Attachment Pin Asseably 

Tfcis portion of the hub assembly stress analysis is concerned with the 
static structural evaluation of the rotor blade attachment pin. 

The material properties presented below are obtained from page 39 of 
Reference 10 for Tl-SAL-Uv titanium alloy. 

Ftu = 162,000 p.s.i. 

FBU = 9^,000 p.s.i. 

1*.1.7.3.1 Loading Analysis 

The maximum pin bending moment occare during the rotor limit speed condi- 
tion. 

v (lb/in.) 

Figure 37.    Attaciunent-Pin-Loading Geometry. 

^ » R2 a §2^22£   , M^OOO lb.  (limit) 

v - §2^2 . 173,000 lb/in. (limit) 

a - U.375 In., b - 2.625 In,, A . ik,0 in. 
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The mxinam moment occurs at mid-span: 

M = R1(a+ .5b) = W5,OOo[u.575-!-(.5)(2.625)] 
= 2,530,CX)0 in-lb.  (limit) 

The maximum pin shear load occurs during condition 2 (see page 7^ for 
definition of cond. 2). The maximum shear load is obtained from page 76. 

P " 558,000 lb- (limit) s 

4.1.7.3.2 Section Properties 

The attachment pin has an outside diameter of 6.5 inches, with a wall 
thickness of 1.375 inches at mid-span and .625 inches at the ends. 

At the mid-span: Z = (&)(*  25) (6-5 ~ 3-75 ) ■ 2U.000 in5 

At the ends:    A « J (6.52-3.752) ■ 11.536 in2 

U.1.7.3.3 Stress Analysis 

^b " 2'2?00000 ' 1J05'500 P'8-1- (limit) 

„ a 162.000       , 
M-S- " (l.5)(i05,300) - 1 " 

Using a 1.15 fitting Actor, the margin of safety is: 

ok 000 
M-S- " (1.15)(1^5(W,&0) " 1 " 

U.I.7.U Section A-A Stress Investigation 

Section A-A is located at rotor station 25.00 on the lower tine, and it 
carries the maximum loading. 

If.1.7.If.1 Section Properties 

A - (13.8)(1.0) - 13.8 in2 

.02 

.17 

^-^■(^i.or. 2!5 in3 

Zzahbg.{l.0)(^.8)2.31>8ln3 
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^.1.7.4.2 Loading Analysis 

Px = 558,000 lb. (limit) 

Py = 13,000 lb. (limit) 

P_ = 10,900 lb. (limit) 

(Ref. page 76) 

\  - (5.0)(10,900) = 63,500 in-lb. (limit) 

Kp " (5.0)(13,000) = 65,000 in-lb. (limit) 

4.I.7.U.3 Stress Analysis 

ft   - ^^ff - 39,000 p.s.i.  (limit) 

S" ^iSir"   ^ p-8*1-(li,nit) 

fs2 -   ^T "       790 P-8'1-  (UlBit) 

S "   ^2^ " 27'600 P*8*1-  (llinit) 

fD2" %^r" 2'0lw p-8-1-(li,nlt) 

übe maximum tensile stress is: 

ft - 39,000 + 27,600 + 2,0li0 - 68,600 p.s.i. (limit) 

The maximum shear stress is: 

f «V91»02 + 7902 " 1,230 p.s.i. (limit) - negligible s 
■\fo  rw» 

• 57 u Q «   l62 000     . M-s- Ti"3K6P5öy ■ 1 

V.l.7.5 Section 12-12 Stress Investigation 

Section 12-12 Is located at rotor station 16.35 on the lower tine and 
carries the maximum loading. 

If.1.7.5-1 Section Properties 

A - (22.0)(1.0) - 22.0 in2 

Zy,b^,(22.0p.0)
2.3t67ip3 

Zz.^!-{i.o)^2.o)2.e0t6lp3 
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^.1.7.5«2 Loading Analysis 

Px = 538,000 lb. (limit) 

P = 15,000 lb. (limit) . (Ref, page 76) 

P. = 10,900 lb. (limit) 

Hy = (13.65)(10,900) = 1^9,000 In-lb. (limit) 

»4 = (13.65)(13,000) = 177,500 in-lb. (limit) 

U,1,7,5.3 Stress Analysis 

ft   = ^^2 = 2k,k00 p.s.t. (limit) 

ft    = ^l;^0 = 40,600 p.s.l. (limit) 

t^ = ^Itf™ =    2,200 p.8.1. (limit) 

The maximum tensile stress is: 

ft    = 2lf,U00+1*0,600 + ^00 = 67,200 p.S.l.  (Ximit) 

V q     - 162,000 _ 
M-S- - (l.5)(fc7,2ÖÖ) " 1 = .61 

J*.1.7*6 Adjustable-Link Assembly 

This portion of the hub-assembly stress analysis is concerned with the 
static structural substantiation of the adjustable link assembly. 

The material properties presented belov are obtained from page 39 of 
Reference 10 for TI-6AI1-UV titanium alloy. 

F. = 162,000 p.fi.i. 
tu    '       e 

F8U = 94,000 p.s.l. 

4.1.7.6.1 Loading Analysis 

The maximum adjustable-link-assembly loading occurs during the cyclic 
stick whirl condition, 

^, = 3.5 x 10 in-lb. (limit) (Ref. page 71) 

The axial tension load on the adjustable link is: 

p = ^-g 10  = 117,000 lb. (limit) 
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^.1.7.6.2 M Jus table-Llnk-to-Stub-Blade Attachment Bolt Jtoftlygls 

Section Properties; 

The minimum shear area for holts loaded In double shear Is: 

Bolt dla. = 2.00 In. 
^2        ,n ^v2 

A   = 2^ = £&00£ = 6>28 lnS 
s 

Stress Analysis; 

f8 = 
Ul*™ = 18,600 p.s.l. (limit) 

Using a 1,15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

MS-     9^000       , ._ 

^.1.7.6.3 Stub End Adjustable Link Lug 

Section Properties: 

3.^0 dla 

1.93 

Figure 38. Lug General Geometry Sketch, 

Lug thickness: t = 1.20 in. 

Tension area:  At = (2)(l,2)(l,0) = 2,^0 in
2 

Shear area: 

Section 13-13: A 

Stress Analysisr 

Lug tension tear-out: 

A., = (2)(1.2)(1.1) = 2,6k  in' 
8 

i^f . k.9 in2 

ft - 
11^g0 - 1*9,000 p.s.l. (limit) 
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Using a 1.15 fitting fttctor, the margin of safety Is: 

u c   = 162.000 .   , 
M-s- c (1.15)(1.5)(^floo) ■ 1 

Lug shear-out; 

.89 

f8     ^l^0 = Uk,UOO p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting Actor, the nergin of safety is: 

u c 9U.000 
M-s*     (1.15) (1.5) (W,1«») 

1       IB .23 

Section 15-13 tensile stress: 

ft m ^lo^0 " 2U,000 p.6.1. (limit) 

u a .   162.000    , . 
M-S- " (l.5K2^000) ~ * 3.50 

The reminder of the adjustable-link assefflbly is satisfactory for the 
applied loading by inspection. 

U.1.8 Gimbal and Attachaaents 

This portion of the rotor system stress analysis is concerned with the 
static structural substantiation of the global ring, the pivot pins, the 
glmbel bearings, the rotor shaft lugs, and the rotor hub bearing lugs. 

übe material properties presented below are obtained from page 39 of 
Reference 10 for T1-6AL-^V titanium alloy. 

P  - 162,000 p.s.i.    E - l8.5 x 10 p.s.i. 

?  ■ 91i-.000 p.s.i. 
su   ' '   r 

4.1.8.1 Loading Analysis 

The critical gimbal loading occurs during the 2.5g loading condition. 

Total ship weight:    PT • 72,000 lb. (limit) 

Rotor system weight:   PR - 20,000 lb. (limit) 

Weight supported by gimbal: 

Pw - 52,000 lb. (limit) 

For the 2.5g vertical loading condition, the load supported by the gimbal 
is: 

P - (2.5)(52,000) - 130,000 lb. (limit) 
2 
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Bearing o.g. 

\ZP - 130,000 lt. (llalt) 

Figure 39* Olmbal-Rlng General loading Sketch. 

Outalde Bearing Loada; 

Assuming the cantllevered load P rotates through an angle 6, and 1/2 of 
this rotation Is taken out hy a moment In the hearing and torsion In the 
glmbal. 

Figure kO,    Bearing Loading Sketch. 

Pi2 

SET 6 - SC- j&OOOl&W   - .00336 rad. 
(2)(l8.5)(l0b)(l00) 

9/2 -  .00168 rad.,        I at 100 In 
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The end rotation it laperted to the beerlngt by toriion In the gintel. 

+ 
P Ft\    L t 

Beerlng load lino ^^Boftrlng load lino 

Plfure hi.   Bearing Loading Oeoottry. 

Trom Ref. 6, page 531» 

T. lazaftia, {mm-mmtfitenv6),»eoo ih-m. 
* T.1875 {umt) 

«beret 8/2 - .00166 rad. 
9   - .289 rad. 
b   - 9.0 in. 
t   • 2.0 in. 
0   "   6.2 x 10   p.i.i. 
4   ■   7.1875 I». 

Lead on bearing (T)t 

^ ■ Ä-p t ÖJSä . 57|93o ib. (Halt) 

Lead on bearing (2)1 

p2 " ^P * ^1$ ' 28'050 "• (limlt) 

The bearing leads for the lg-loading oondition are presented below. 

? - 26,000 lb. (Unit) 

• - (•00536)(^^) ■ .00151*5 rad. 

T ■ (29,800)(^§$p)- 11,900 Ib-in. (limit) 

Lead on btaring Q) t 

Pi .  &m ^^222   .   ^,780 lb. (limit) 

Lead on bearing (2)1 

F8 . ÜjSjpSL . ij^SL . U|8ao ib. (umit) 
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Inside Bearing Loads; 

i ■ 

The sane method of analysis Is used on the Inside bearings as on the 
outside bearings. 

e .   (^ooom.iST?)2   . -00091 md 

(2) (18.5) (ID6) (100) 

•In. 

e/2 - *OOOV55 »a. 

l3-8a0 '   (llBdt) 

Load on bearing (j): 

P5 -  &££ + it^ffi . 3)>lflo ib. (unit) 

Load on bearing Qt): 

^ - ^f2 - W •3i'900 ib-(u,,it) 

The bearing loads for the lg-loadlng condition are presented below. 

P 

e 

T 

Bearing®: P, 

Bearing©: P^ 

26,000 lb.  (limit) 

(.00091)(^^)   - .00036^ rad. 

(M90) {$t0i~) -   1,680 Ib-ln. (limit) 

^22 + Iffi . ^^^ lb. (liBlt) 

26.000      1.680 m 10 __<. ,.     ,,.   ..» —^— - *J^jr - 12,750 lb. (limit) 

14 

16 | 15 

Figure k2.    Global-Bearings General Loading Sketch. 
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U.1.8.2 Global Ring Analysis 

Section Ik-Ik: 

T « 4,190 Ib-in. 
tllalt) 

X > 
Pb.(iiBiit)     lKs\ 65,000 *.(limit) 

Section geometry: 

b » 8.0 In. 
t « 2.0 1». 

T - 29,800 Ib-ln. 
(limit) 

65,000 lb. (limit) 

Figure U3. Jlmbal Ring - Section Ik-Ik Loading 
and Geometry Sketch. 

Section ik-lk Is under normal and toralonal shear. 

'«n " BtW " 4,O60 P•8•1• llmlt) 
From Ref. 6, page 350: 

H        2 ^  bttf (8) (2)' (limit) 

The maximum shear stress Is: 
f-t - lf,O60 + 2,820 « 6,880 p.s.l, (limit) 

"•s- - {iTnVm •1' 
Section 15-15: 

Section 15"15 is under bending and torsion. 

High 

Section properties: 

l 12 

.üii2Ljtii2£i 
12 

- 220 in1* 

9. 0   lt.125 

g i 

1   1 
^ a 

2 12.25—^ 

Figure H. Gimbal Ring - Section 15-15 
Geometry. 

The bending stress is: 

^ m (l?.8i2?)(6?.000)(ii.?) . l8^ ptgfl< (UiBlt) 
220 
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The torsional load is obtained from jage  85, and is assumed to be car- 
ried as a couple by the lugs. 

T = ^,190 lb-in. (limit) 

p -^ü '2Sh lb- (liinit) 

f
st = (2)(9't.l25) = 3° V'B'1-  (li,Bit) negligible 

Using a 1.15 fitting fector, the margin of safety is: 

1 = u c       162.000 
M-S- " (l.l5)(l.5)(l5>X)) High 

Section 16-16; 

Section 16-16 is under bending and torsion. The  section properties are 
identical to Section 15-15 section properties. 

I •= 220 ink 

% = (T.i87?)(|jooo)(U.^ B 9 56o vsl   (llnit) 

The torsional load on Section 16-16 is obtained from page Sk and is as- 
sumed to be carried as a couple by the lugs. 

T » 29,800 Ib-in. (limit) 

P = ff^ - 2,100 lb. (limit) 

f8t " (2)(92-1?0125) " 2l6 P-8-1- (Unit) negligible 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

U <! 162.000 
M-S-  (1.15)(1.5)(9,5&) 

1 - High 

Section 17-17; 

(2)(8); , (i-6)(T^)3 
x-x   12 

- 85 - k$.Q 
k 

- 35-2 in 

12 

•■ ■*— ,k typ. 

Figure 45. Olmbal Ring - Section 17-17 
Geometry. 
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Bending stress: 

. &,000){11.5K*) ,  85 ooo „.,.!. (llmit) 

If e        162.000      . 
M-S- = (l.5)(B5,000) - 1 = 

Longitudinal sheei- stress: 

f. = S • ^&(^ - *-™ v-i- ("-*) 
Q = VA = (2.15)(2.2U) = 1^.78 In5 

Mq     9^,000     ^ 
M•S• " (1.5)(22,000) " ^^ " 

U.?..8.3 Glaibal Hardware Analysis 

U,1,8.3.1 Pivot Pins and Bearings 

Figure k6.   Pivot Pin and Bearings Geometry. 

Pin and Bearings Loading Analysis: 

Since the outer pin 
carries the highest 
loading, it is used 
to substantiate the 
inner gimbal support, K 

|65,000 Ih. 

^9,800 lb-in 

.27 

1.81* 

950 lb. 

 6.7 

|28, 050 lb. 

Figure 47. Pivot Pin 
Loading Sketch. 
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From Reference 11, page nh,  and from the revision supplement dated 13 
September 1962, pages 5 to 5: 

K = 1.51 

PT " ^1*5? a! 25'200 lb- (limit) tension 

Bearing Stress Analysis: 

Prom Referen e 11, page Vjh,  and from the revision supplement dated 13 
September 1962, pages 3 to 5; 

Radial basic rating " 13,1*00 lb. 

Since the rotor speed is 100 revolutions per minute and the maximum 
rotor tilt is 10°, the true gimbal bearing speed is: 

„„, . (rotor r.p.m.)(3g) = (100)(2)(K)) . %6 r p „ 

The speed ftictor from Reference 11 is 3.233, and: 

Radial bearing rating = (13,1»00)(3.233) " 1*5,]<00 lb. 

MS* radial bearing rating _ . 
bearing load 

kl.UOQ 
37,950 .Ik 

Pin Stress Analysis: 

The section modulus for a tube with a U.00-inch outside diameter and a 
vail thickness of .25 inch is: 

Z » 2.78 in5,   A « 3.04 in2 

fb ' ^Tl9|°^?,?^ a ^5,600 p.s.i. (limit) 

ft ' ^oT s 6>300 P-8'1- (llmit) 

f   = 45,800 + 8,300 « 5^,100 p.s.i. (limit) 

M Q  «      162.000      . ^ 
M'S-    (1.5) (5ll,100) " 1 

The shear stress Is: 

f8 " -^yxtr = ^'^ P'8'1' (llmit) 

~ (1.55U2,500) 

1.00 

-■'^m High 
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^.1.8.5.2 Rotor-Shaft-Bearing Lugs 

The weakest lug with the highest applied 
load Is analyzed below. P ■ 33 100 

lb. (limit) 

The naterlal properties for 
T1-6AL-UV titanium alloy are 
obtained from page 39 of 
Reference ID. 

Ftu ■ l62,000 p.s.i. 

F su 9l»,000 p.s.i. 

Lug Analysis; 

Figure kQ.    Rotor-Shaft- 
Bearing- Lug Geometry. 

P - 33,100 lb. (limit) 

OD « 8.2 in. 
ID « 7-125 In. 
t » 2.5 in. 

Shear area: A - 2.5(8.2 - 7.125) = 2.69 in2 

ts'l'^^W    " 12,300 p.s.i. 

Using a 1.15 fitting fector, the margin of safety is: 

M-s- ■ Ti^yfi^Ti^ööy 

Section 18-18 Stress Analysis; 
o 

2    - 0)L-9)   . .681* m5 

xx 6 

Pt - (33,100) cos 30° 

- 28,700 lb. (limit) 

Pb « (35,100) sin 30° 

- l6,600 lb, (limit) 

M   - (3.5)(l6,600) 

- 58,100 in-lb.  (limit) 

9 

,100 lb. \ 

3A8 

18 

33. 
tllmit) 

Figure kg.    Section 18-16 Loading 
and Geometry Sketch. 
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-f: 

tt
B%$%    =   6,U80p.8.i.  (limit) 

fb * ^^flT      = 85,000 p.s.i.  (limit) 

f       = 85,000 + 6,U80 = 91,500 p.s.i. (limit) 

u c    -        162.000 .   B 
M-S- " (l.5)(91,500) - 1 

.18 

U.1.8.3-3 Hub Bearing Lugs 

This portion of the rotor system stress analysis is satisfactory by 
comparison to the analysis presented in Section ^.1.8.3.2. 

U.1.9 Restraint Spring Assembly 

U.1.9.1 Spring Analysis 

From Reference 8, pages V? to 52, nomograms for determining spring 
stress levels are presented. Assuming a load of 5,000 pounds on each 
spring, and using Chart 5, page 52 of Reference 8: 

For the outside spring: 

Mean diameter: 9*0 In. 
Wire diameter: 1.6 in. 
Number of coils:    5 

Spring rate: 

6  » .39 in/coil 

Bt0 * (-39)(5) 
e 1.95 in. 

Ko s sr= ?!irs 2'™ ^ 
For the inside spring: 

Mean diameter: 6.0 in. 
Wire diameter: 1.1 in. 
Number of coils: 9 

Spring rate: 

5  = .525 in/coil 

Bti "  (9)(.525) = M in. 

Ki «^-^ = 1,070 lb/in. 
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Total spring constant: 

Kt = Ko + ^ = 2,5TD + 1,070 = 3,61|0 lb/in. 

With a naxlraum load of 22,000 pounds (limit) on the restraint spring 
assembly, the deflection Is: 

*    «2. -22,000 - ^ !   .„ B   K; ~ "3^0 ~6-1 in- 

The outside spring loading Is: 
po = Ko6 B (2i51,D)(6.l) = 15,700 lb. (limit) 

and from Chart 2, page k$ of Reference 8, the outside spring fiber 
stress Is: 

f   = 88,000 p.s.l.  (limit) 

The  stress correction for curvature is found in Chart J of Reference 8: 

f = 110,000 p.s.l. (limit) 

The inside spring loading is: 

Pi " Ki6 *  UA^H6-1) ' 6>500 lb. (limit) 

and from Chart 2, page ^9 of Reference 8, the inside spring fiber stress 
is: f   = 76,000 p.s.l.  (limit) 

!nie stress correction for curvature is found in Chart J of Reference 8: 

fc - 99,000 p.s.l.  (limit) 

Using a spring steel with an ultimate shear stress of 180,000 p.s.l., 
the minimum margin of safety is: 

M 0    . 180.000        . i M,s-     (1.5)(110,000)     1 •09 

4.1.9.1.2    Lug Analysis 

The lug materials presented below are obtained from page 39 of Reference 
10 for T1-6AL-UV titanium alloy. 

K     = 162,000 p.s.l., F      - 9^,000 p.s.l. 

Section Properties; 

Lug diameter: D ■ 3.00 in. 
Hole diameter: d « 1.00 in. 
Lug thickness: t ■ .50 in. 
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Tensile area:     At = (.50)(5.00 -1.00) = 1.00 in2 

Shear area at kO0:    A = (.50)(2.0)(l.08) = 1.08 in2 

Stress Analysis; 

Lug tensile tear-out: 

f^ = 2^^0 = 22,000  p.s.i. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is: 

u a -     lte.000 , _ 

Lug shear-out: 
f8 = ^/gg0 » 20,400 p.s.l. (limit) 

Using a 1.15 fitting factor, the margin of safety is; 

 94,000 
U.l5Kl.5K20,400) 

3.26 

M.S. - „  rerASSSrr^ - 1 1.67 

The remainder of the restraint spring assembly is satisfactory hy inspec- 
tion. 
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3.0 ROTOR SYSTEM FATIGUE ANALYSIS 

5.1 Introduction 

It is the purpose of this part of the report to provide fatigue data to 
predict the available fatigue strength of the rotor system components. 
Only those components which are major structural members are considered 
frcm a structural vievpoint. 

The fatigue analysis primarily consists of an Investigation of the rotor 
system to illustrate that the alternating stresses developed during nor- 
mal flight conditions are below the component material endurance limit 
and nondamaglng. In some cases a start-stop analysis of the centrifugal 
force is conducted. The normal flight condition is defined as: Forward 
flight, l.Og, 650 feet per second tip speed, ihh miles per hour forward 
velocity. 

During the stop-start analysis the assumed occurrence is four starts and 
stops per hour with the design maximum rotor speed centrifugal force 
occurring at 91 percent of the FAA loading spectrum, and the rotor over- 
speed centrifugal force occurring at 9 percent of the FAA loading spec- 
trum. 

A modified Goodman Diagram is used to define the operating boundary 
which indicates the maximum alternating stress or load that may be ap- 
plied with a steady stress or load and still obtain unlimited life for 
a part. A modified Goodman Diagram is presented in Figure 50. If ac- 
tual test data were plotted on the modified Goodman, a parabolic curve 
would be obtained. Usually, the data available is insufficient to draw 
an accurate boundary, and therefore the boundary is assumed as a straight 
line. The perfect specimen endurance boundary is established as a line 
drawn from the ultimate allowable to the unnotched endurance allowable 
and a line from the yield allowable drawn at h^ degrees. The latter 
portion of the boundary is imposed by the Federal Aviation Agency's rule 
which does not allow yielding. 

The failure boundary on the uodlfied Goodman Diagram is determined by 
dividing the slope of the perfect specimen endurance boundary by the 
fatigue component's theoretical fatigue notch factor. The operating 
boundary is determined by dividing the failure boundary slope by a safe- 
ty factor (the Federal Aviation Agency requires a safety factor of 3)• 

Because the straight line is assumed, it Is possible to express vibr«- 
tory date, in terms of equivalent alternating stress or load. The expres- 
sion is, from similar triangles on the Goodman: 

tu 
^eq  Ftu - ;fs (fcJ 
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u 
+> 
CO 
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Perfect specimen boundary 

Failure loundary 

Operating boundary 

Steady Stress 

Figure 50. Modified Goodman Diagram. 

Generally, an available fatigue notch factor Is estimated for the normal 
flight condition stresses, and In some cases for the stop-start analysis. 
In cases where fatigue data permits, analysis of critical attachment 
bolts and pins Is conducted to determine the required bolt diameter to 
approximately establish a 10,000-hour service life based on S-N data 
reduced by a factor of 2.0. 

The  rotor system Is analyzed progressing In order of force transmission 
from the engine nacelles at the tip to the hub and glmbal at the rotor 
shaft. 

From a review of the rotor system static stress analysis, presented In 
Section k.O  of this report, the rotor system primary structure Is con- 
structed of solution heat-treated Tl-ÖAL-Uv titanium alloy, and the 
secondary structure Is constructed of TI-8AL-IM0-IV annealed titanium 
alloy. 

The unnotched endurance limit for solution heat-treated TI-ÖAL-UV titan- 
ium alloy is obtained from Reference 15. 

F  » 162,000 p.s.l., tu F . " ±^30,000 p.s.i. 
e*     '   ' 

The  unnotched endurance limit for TL-SAL-lMo-lV annealed titanium alloy 
Is obtained from page 3.25.2-1* of Reference 16. 

tu 130,000 p.8.1., F . ■ ±70,000 p.s.i. 
e* 
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5.1.1 Engine Nacelle and Attachment 

Per the discussion on page 7 of this report, the engine nacelles eure not 
considered from a structural vievpoint at this time. 

5.1.2 Engine Mount System and Attachment 

From a review of the engine-mount-system static analysis presented in 
Section 4.1.2 of this report, and based on previous helicopter component 
fatigue experience, the critical engine mount system fatigue areas are 
the attachment lugs and bolts during the start-stop condition. The at- 
tachment bolts and lugs are also analyzed for the normal level flight 
condition to illustrate that the applied fatigue stress is below the 
material endurance limit during normal flight conditions. 

5.1.2.1 Engine-to-Mount Attachment Bolts 

Preliminary fatigue analysis has established the engine-to-nount attach- 
ment bolts to be critical during the start-stop condition. An analysis 
is conducted below to determine the required bolt diameter to approximate- 
ly establish a 10,000-hour service life when a fatigue notch factor of 
2.0 is applied to the S-N data. 

Material type: KL Tl 20 series bolts 

P. = 200,000 p.s.i. 
tu     ' 
F - = ±31,000 p.s.i.(using a fatigue notch factor 
e* of 2.0) 

Assumed bolt diameter: 

D = I.65 in. 

Z = ^ (1.65^ = .^1 in3 

The equations used to determine the moments and stress levels are ob- 
tained from page 16 of this report. The design maximum rotor speed cen- 
trifugal force is obtained from page 8. 

C.P. = ±87,000 lb. per engine 

P , ifTjOOO = ±i^500 lb> per fcoj^. 

M = Pb = (H3,500)(.997) = t21 J00 ln.lb< 

fa = ^ = T&T2 =^9,000 p.s.i. 
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The rotor overspeed operation centrifugal force Is: 

C.F. - (^) (±67,000) « ±96,000 lb. 

p . ±2^20 . ±U8,000 lb. per bolt 

M . Si.. (^8,000)(.^T) . ^^ ln.lb 

The engine environmental alternating vertical load factor of d^Og ased 
In the static analysis vas conservatively estimated during development 
design and prior to the dynamic load study completion. The rotor system 
stiffness has Increased such that the vertical load factor computed dur- 
ing the dynamic load study has a magnitude of ±3.hg  (see Volume IV, page 
hk)  for the 2.5g loading condition. The ±3Ag vertical load Actor Is 
conservatively used to compute the alternating vertical engine loads 
acting on the engine mount system during normal flight conditions. 

Biglne weight: W «370 lb. 

P - 370 + {±3.h)i310)  - 370 ± 1,260 lb. per engine 

The In-plane load factor of ±5«0g Is conservatively used In computing 
the alternating In-plane engine mount loads. 

Thrust per engine ■ 1,500 lb. 
Weight per engine ■  370 lb. 

P - 1,500 +(±5) (370) - 1,500 ± 1,850 lb. per engine 

The steady centrifugal force load per engine Is obtained from page 8 of 
this report. 

C.F. - 87,000 lb. per engine 

nie maximum load per bolt Is the vector quantity of the x and z loading. 

px " ^^ + ftio ^ * 1'26o) + iHi* t1'500 * 1'850> 
« 10,500 + (370 ± 1,090) + (1,210 * 1,500) 
* 1^5,000 * 2,590 lb. 

P   - 370 * 1,260 lb. 
*   

P   "^jf+^f ■ ^5,000 i 2,900 lb. 

M . § * (^.9oo*|ty)o)(.WT) - 22,1,00 * 1,1*35 m-ib. 
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faeq = 2Ö0 - ^.0 ^5^ = * U>550 p.s.l. 

Hie S-H curve shape presented in Figure 51 is obtained from data in Ref- 
erences 7 and l6. The S-N curve shape has been reduced by a factor of 
2.0. 

T IO
5
    icr 
N - Cycles 

10' 

Figure 51- HI Tl Series Bolts S-N Data. 

TABLE 2 

III 
ENGINE TO MOUNT ATTACHMENT 

(3)    I    E 
BOLT FINITE LIFE ESTIMATION 

M 
'•«q 

N-Cycles $ Occur. Cycles/Hr, Hour ^6 Occur/Kr. 

Figure 51 Page 9^ Page 9^ (2)/(U) (3)/(5) 

±Ji9,ooo 

t5l|,000 

^,350 

1.01 x 

k.9 x 

io5 

io" 
91.0 

9.0 

U.O 

U.O 

2.55 x 10k 

1.225x10 

.00360 

.00074 
00 

Z = .001+34 

Calculated life: L = 
100 

-c     7^55 = ^^^ ^^ 
Service life:    S.L.    =1,250+ (.375)(23,000) = 9,900 hours 
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5.1.2,2 Engine-to-Mount Attachment Lugs 

"Hie englne-to-mount attachment lugs are Investigated for lug tensile 
tear-out during rotor overspeed operation for the start-stop condition 
and during normal flight condition. 

Material type: Solution heat-treated 11-6tdrkV titanium alloy 

F. = 162,000 p.s.i. 

F - « ±130,000 p.s.i. (unnotched) 

The  rotor overspeed condition centrifugal force load is obtained trcm 
page 97 of this report. 

P = JA8,000 lb. 

-'aea'*^"^,*» P.s.i. 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

^av       ±25,1*00      ^'^ 

The applied loading during +he normal flight condition is obtained from 
page 97 of this report. 

P = U5,000 ± 2,900 lb. 

A » I.89 in2 (Ref. page 17) 

f = !^222-^22 * 2^8oo ± 1,550 p.s.i. 

faeq " ISg^lO ^550)  - ±1,810 p.s.i. 

The available fetlgue notch factor is: 

^ ■ ^T - ^8 

5.1.2.3 Heat Expansion Fitting - Section k-k 

From a review of pages 27 and 28 of this report. Section k-k  is critical 
in bending. An investigation is conducted to estimate the available 
fatigue, notch factor during the rotor overspeed condition and during the 
normal flight condition. 

Material type: Solution heat-treated T1-6AL-UV titanium alloy 

Ftu « 162,000 p.s.i. 

F - ■ ±130,000 p.s.i. (unnotched) 
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The rotor overspeed operation centrifugal force load is obtained from 
page 97 of this report. 

2P    = iUS.OOO lb. x ' 

M     = -^ (±U8,000) = ±7,200 in-lb. 

^    = ÜIxiOOK^i = ^^ p s>i 

PxI = ^j000 cos 55° = ±13,800 lb. 

^   =iil^r   = ±8,850 P-s-i- 
f

a    = 
fap„ = (±35,600)  + (±8,850)  = dbMs500 p.s.i. 

"Hie available fatigue notch liactor for the start-stop condition is: 

.. ±130.000 
Kfav ~   ±£,500 = 2-92 

Itoe normal flight condition applied stress is developed below. 

2P    = 45,000 ± 2,590 lb.    (Ref. page 97) 

hP   =   1,500 ± 1,850 lb.    (Ref. page 97) 

M y = (.30) (^,000^,^90) + (5 0) (i.yo ± i,8y) 

= (6,750 ± 390)   + (1,130 ± 1,390) 
=   7,880 ± 1,780 in-lb. 

^   = (7.880 ±ij8o)(-?9) =39,000 ±8,800 p.s.i. 

Pxi = ^tooo ± 2.^90 cos ^o + i.yo ± 1,8?) sln 

= (12,900 ± iko) + (300 ± 583) 
= 13,200 ± 1,120 lb. 

ft = 1^,2001
±^'120 = 8,460 ± 720 p.s.i. 

The maximum stress is: 

fmax = fb + ft = ^,500 ± 9,520 p.s.i. 

faeq 
S ifc -647.5 (:fc9'520)  = ±13'500 P-3-1' 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

Kfav =   ±13,500 = 9-6U 

7y 
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5,1.2.^ Mount-to-Blade-Tip Attachment Bolts 

Preliminary fatigue analysis has established the mount-to-blade-tip 
attachment bolts to be critical during the start-stop condition. An 
analysis is conducted below to determine the required bolt diameter to 
establish approximately a 10,000-hour service life when a fatigue notch 
factor of 2.0 is applied to the S-N data. An investigation of the nor- 
mal flight condition is included to demonstrate that the fatigue stress 
is below the material endurance limit and nondamaglng- 

Material type: Hl Tl 20 series bolts. 

F = 200,000 p.S.i. tu    ' 
F .= *51,000p.s.i. (using a fatigue notch factor 
e* of 2.0) 

Assumed bolt diameter: 

D = I.365 in. 

Z = ^ (1.365 )3 = .25 in5 

The equations used to determine the moments and stress levels are ob- 
tained from page 37 of this report. The normal rotor operating speed 
centrifugal force is obtained from page 8. 

C.F.= ±198,400 lb. 

The load per bolt is: 

P = nge^uoo = ±^6oo lbt per bolt 

M = Pb = (^9,600^.4875) = tl2fl00 in^ 

f^\^±JW   =^500p.s.i. 

The rotor overspeed operation centrifugal force load is: 

C.F.= (1.05)2(±198,400) = ±219,000 lb. 

The load per bolt is: 

P ^iSi^ . 15^,800 lb. 

M = Fb = (t5lt,eoo^.U875) = n3)ll00 ia^ 

fa= V^ = *53,60a p...l. 

The stress level developed during the normal flight condition is pre- 
sented on the following page. 
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C.F. = 198,1»00 lb. (Ref. page ll) 

The gyroscopic moment per engine tends to force the rotor blade leading 
edge down, and has a magnitude of: 

H^  « 9U,000 in-lb. (Ref. page ll) 

The vertical engine load normal to the blade axis is: 

M « (±5.U)(2^.00)(370) * i29,UOC  in-lb. 

P2 = (±5-^)(370) = il,260 lb. 

P « 2 1,500 + (±5)(370) = 3,000 ± 3,700 lb. 
Jf 

The load per bolt is: 

n   llri98.lKX)  ] Jagg.toO I2 ] [3.000 ± 3.700 ]    9^.000 f 

= if (1*9,600 ± 1,9^5)2 + (6,950 ± 925)2 

50,000 ± 2,150 lb. 

MS5   ^ s L^ooo ± polLiZ) g U>7P0 ± ^ ln.lb. 

fb =    11.730^ ?>5 . ^6>90o ± 2,020 p.s.i. 

V = 200^.9    (±2'020)  = ^^ p-S-i- 

E 
TABLE 3 

MOUNT TO BLADE TIP ATTACHMENT BOLTS FIUITE LITE ESTIMATION 

'eg N-Cycles ^ Occur. Cycles/Hr. Hour ^ Occur/Hr. 

Figure 51 Page 94 Page 94 (2)/(^) (3)/(5) 

±^8,500 
±53,600 

±2,€b0 

1.012x 10 
5.2 xlO1 

■? 91.0 
9.0 

k.O 
k.o 

2.53 x 10 
1.30 x 101 

.00359 

.OOO69 

E = .00^28 

Calculated life:    Lc =   ^^ = 23,^ hours 

Service life:      S.L.  = 1,250 + (.3T5)(23,1*00)  = 10,000 hours 
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5.1.2.5 Engine-to-Aft-Mount Attachment Bolts 

The aft mount is designed to react only the enpine thrast loads.    There- 
fore, the engine-to-aft-mount attachment bolts are investigated during 
the normal level flight condition. 

Hie engine thrust is: 

P   = 1,500 db 1,850 lb, per engine 

P    = 3^125 ^'^ ± 1'850)  = 1'115 * 1'575 lb- 

The equations used to determine the moment and stress level are obtained 
from page 37 of this report. 

M   = ^ = (1,11? ± l.p)( A8T?) , 272 ± 336 ^lh 

fb = 27202^?6 = 11>500 ± 1U,000 p.s.i. 

faeq = 1^5 -''ii^ t*1^000)  = ^»^ P-8-1- 

The  endurance limit for 7AL-12ZR titanium alloy is conservatively assumed 
to be the same as that for TI-8AL-IM0-IV annealed titanium alloy. 

F . = ±70,000 p.s.i. 

The available fetigue notch flactor is: 

K       , ±70,000 = k 67 Kfav     ±15,200      *-bl 

5.1.2.6 Aft-Mount-to-Tip Attachment Bolts 

The  load per bolt due to engine thrust is: 

Px = 1,115 ± 1,575 lb. 

The centrifugal force load due to the aft mount weight is obtained from 
page 11 of this report. 

P^ = 2,600 lb. 

The maximum load is: 

P = ^oo + (1A15 ± 1^75) = 2^15 ± 1jrö lb# 

The equations used to determine the moment and stress level are obtained 
from page ^2 of this report. 

f 
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M   = *> = i2tl5±£T2M2} = 5oa± 289 in.lb# 

fb = ^^oeU269  = 21'200 * 12'100 P"6'1' 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

Kfav - ±lh,200   - k'9 

5.1.3 Main Rotor Blade Tip and Attachments 

The Made tip fatigue analysis consists of an investigation of the main 
mount to tip attachment lugs for shear tear-out, using the alternating 
centrifugal force loading developed for the start-stop condition during 
rotor overspeed operation. An investigation of the normal flight condi- 
tion is provided to demonstrate that the fatigue stress developed is be- 
low the material endurance limit and nondamaging 

F. = 130,000 p.s.i. I 

P*UX . t70,ooo p.s.1.1 C"*-P"^ 95) 

Shear area: A = 2.70 in 
s 

The centrifugal force load during the rotor overspeed condition is ob- 
tained from page 101 of this report 

C.F. = ±219,000 lb. 

P  = i^ooo = t5Moo lt< 

^^ = ^ = ^300 p.s.i. 

The material shear endurance limit is conservatively taken as 57 percent 
of the tensile endurance limit. 

F , = (.57)(±70,000) = tUo,000 p.s.i. 
e*B 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

K   - ^O^000 - 1 97 Kfav  ±20,300 " ■uy' 

The lug load during the normal flight condition is obtained from page 102 
of this report. 

P = 50,000 ± 2150 11. 

fs = 50,000^50 x i8;6oo t Y97 p 8 ^ 
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V=7rTtiB76{±797) = i:1>070P-s-i- 
The available fatigue notch factor is: 

tliO,000 
Kfav = ^Ö7D =3"2 

5.1.4 Kain Rotor Blade Topical Section 

The "blade typical section fatigue analysis consists of an investigation 
of the following conditions: 

Condition 1. Rotor overspeed condition 
Condition 2. Forward flight, lg, 1^ m.p.h. fwd. velocity 
Condition 5. Transient cyclic sticK whirl 

The condition 1 investigation consists of a start-stop analysis using the 
alternating centrifugal force loads developed during the rotor overspeed 
condition. 

The condition 2 analysis investigates the alternating flapwise stress 
developed during normal operating conditions. 

The condition 3 analysis investigates the alternating stress developed 
on the "blade trailing edge during the cyclic stick whirl condition. 

The section properties for the blade basic section (rotor station 170.00) 
are obtained from page 60 of this report. 

10    2 
Chordwise stiffness: El = 9.5 x 10  lb-in 

Flapwise stiffness:  EL, = 7.5 x 109 lb-in2 

Torsional stifftiess: GJ = 9.7 x 109 lb-in2 

Blade chord = 78 in. 
Blade depth = (.15)(78) = 11.7 in. 

Area = 16.92 in2 

5.1.4.1 Rotor Overspeed Condition 

A start-stop investigation of the blade basic section at rotor station 
170.00 is conducted for the alternating centrifugal force load developed 
during the rotor overspeed condition. 

P   = (l.05)2{t570,0OO) = ±629,000 lb. 

f.-   Ä^T.lOOp.s.l. 16.92 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

. t7o,ooo _    8 Kfav - m^m - u69 
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5.1.U.2 Forward Flight. lg; ikk  m.p.h. Forward Velocity 

Daring condition 2,  the raaximum alternating stress is due to flapwise 
bending and centrifugal force, the torsional moment being negligible. 

The maximum alternating flapwise moment occurs at rotor station 1*57-00. 

Mp = i5.66 x 105 in-lb. 

Mp =  2.0 x 105 in-lb. 
^s 

The  centrifugal force load is obtained from page 55 of Reference 2. 

P = U.5 x 105 lb. 

M = 2.0 x 105 ± 5-66 x 105 in-lb. 

The blade section properties at rotor station U57-00 are obtained from 
Reference 2. 

9    2 
Flapwise stifftaess: EI_ = 5-2 x lO-7 in-lb 

Area »12.00 in 

ft= ^i^^^eoop.s.i. 

f   = r(2.0)(l0^ ± (?.66)(10^1(^.8^)(18^)(106) =kt200±lf6yo 

b (5.2)(109) '      p.s!i. 

f       = 55,800 + (4,200 ± 7,600) = 40,000 ± 7-600 p.s.i. 

i^o. 
••eq 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

_ ±70.000    . s    s 
Kfav ~ ilMÖÖ    ~ 6'36 

5.1.1+.5    Transient Cyclic Stick Whirl 

During condition 5, the maximum alternating stress is due to chordwise 
bending and centrifugal force. 

The centrifugal force and alternating chordwise moment are obtained from 
page 62 of this report. 

M^ = ±5.25 x 10    in-lb. 

P      =    5.58 x 105 lb. 

V = 150-1+0 {±7'eoo) = ^'^ P*s-i- 

^t    =^# = ^0 p.s.i, 
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= {i^nio^m.^ =       p s, 
b (9.5)(1010) 

f   =   51,800 ± 57,800 p.s.i. 

faeq = 150 01.5 ^57,80*3) = ±50,000 p.s.l. 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

fav     ±50,000      "w 

5.1.5 Main Rotor Blade Root-Retention Structure 

The root-retention-structure fatigue analysis consists of em investiga- 
tion of the tension-torsion strap and its retention pin and an analysis 
of the blade at rotor station 102.00. 

5.1.5-1 Tension-Torsion Strap Assembly 

An analysis is conducted below to determine the required number of wires 
per side to establish approximately a 10,000-hour service life based on 
alternating centrifugal force loads developed during the start-stop 
condition. 

The wire material is AM 555 ORES stainless steel. 

Ftu = ^5,000 p.s.i. 

The  S-N curve shape presented in Figure 52 on page 108 vas ootained from 
the Bendix Corporation. 

Wire diameter:   d = .006 in. 

A = { (.006r = 2.85 x IC-3 in^ 

Preliminary analysis has established the required number of wires to be 
117,000 to approximate a 10,000-hour service life. 

The centrifugal force load developed during normal rotor operation is 
obtained from page 105 of this report. 

P = ±570,000 lb. 

Load/wire = ^'ggg = ±4.87 lb. 

f = fa  = ±k'd1 g = ±172,000 p.s.i. 
a   ae<1  (2.85)(10-5) 

The rotor overspeed condition centrifugal force is obtained from page 
105 of this report. 
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P    = ±629,000 Ib.,    load/vire = ^^ = *5.57 lb. 

*5.57 '    = fo      -  J'Jl =      = ^190,000 p.6-1. 
a       ^(1     (2.83 )(10'5) 

10' 10^ 1C% 

N - Cycles 
Figure 52. Tension-Torsion Strap S-N Data. 

TABLE k 
TENSION-TORSION STRAP FINITE LIFE ESTIMATION 

(1) (2) (5) (M (5) (6) 

v N-Cycles jt Occur. Cycles/Hr. Hour * Occur/Hr. 

Figure 52 Page 9^ Page 9^ (2)/00 (5 3/(5) 

tl72,000 

±190,000 

1.35 x 1Ö5 

3.2 x 10^ 

91.0 

9.0 

If 

4 

3.58 x 1011 

8.0 x 1(^ 

.0027 

.00113 

L = .00383 

i no 
Calculated life:    Lc =    ^^    - 26,100 hours 

Service life:      S.L. = 1250 + (.375)(26,100) = 11,000 hours. 
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5.1.5-2 Teaslon-Törsion Strap Retention Fin 

A start-stop investigation of the retention pin is conducted to deter- 
mine the required pin section properties to approximate &  10,COG hours 
service life when a fatigue notch factor of 2.0 is applied to the S-N 
data. 

Material type: T1-6AL-UV solution heat-treated titaniue alloy. 

R = 162,000 p.s.i. 
tu     ' 
F  = tlJO.OOO p.s.i. (unnotched) 
e 

The assumed bolt dimensions are presented "below. 

Outside diameter: D = 6.50 in. 

Inside diameter at mid-span: d.. = U.86 in. 

Z = ..  "  ■ = (6.5 - U.Sb*) = 18.52 in5 at mid-span 

The equations used to determine the moments and stress levels are ot- 
tedned from pages 6U and 65 of this report» The normal rotor operat- 
ing speed centrifugal force load is obtained from page 107 of this 
report. 

PCF = t5T0,Q0ö 1^- 

M  = t^70^C 0 [(3.225) + (.5)(2.625)] = ±1,290,000 in-lb. 

The rotor overspeed condition centrifugal force load is obtained from 
page 108 of this report, 

P = ±629,000 lb. 

M = t6s9^000 [(3.225) + (.5)(2.625)j = ±1^20,000 in-lb. 

^ = ^ = ^^41^^76,600 p.s.i. *eq 1Ö.52 
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Figure 55. T1-6AL-^V Titaniuio S-N Data. 

TABLE 5 
T-T STRAP RETENTION PIN FINITE LIFE ESTIMATION 

(1) (2) (5) GO (5) (6) 

V N-Cycles f) Occur. Cycles/Hr. Hour ^ Occur/Hr. 

Figure 53 Page 91* Page 9^ (2)/(M (5)/(5) 

±69,600 

±76,600 

1.82 x 105 

1.95 x 10 

91.0 

9.0 

U.O 

k.o 

U.55 x 104 

k.m x 105 

.002 

.00184 

z * .00384 

Calculated life: Lc = ■ (^S^  = 26,000 hours 

Service life:  S.L. = 1250 + (.375)(26,000) = 11,000 hours 

5.1.5.5 Rotor Station 102.00 Analysis 

Rotor station 102.00 carries flapwise and chordwise moments only as it is 
located inboard of the tension-torsion bar retention pin. The station 
102.CO fatigue analysis consists of an investigation of the following 
two conditions: 
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Conditior. 1. Fvd, flight, lg, IM E-p.h- fwd. velocity 
Condltlan 2. Transient cyclic stick whirl 

Condition 1: 

Mp = 7-0 x 105 i 2.33 x 105 in-.lt. (Ref. Vol. IV) 
Q     2 

Flapwise El = I1*." x l(r Ib-in , C =5.-5 in. (Ref. page 66) 

f s r(7-0)(l0-} db ^^.^(IQ^I (^^)(13.^(106) 
b (xMKio9) 

=   k,^) ± 1,510 p.s.i. 

faeq = 130^3 ^^10)  « ±1,565 P-s.i. 

The aeiterial endurance limit for Tl-ÖAL-lMo-lV titanium alloy is obtained 
from page Sk, and the available fatigue notch fector is: 

v        = ±10.000     . hir p 
•^av       ±1,565 

Condition 2: 

M^, = ±5.^ x 10° in-lb.    (Ref. page 67) 
in ? 

Chordvise El = 9.B5 x 10^ Ib-in ,    C    = U1.5 in.    (Ref. page 

f=fa   s^ ^H)6)^-?)(ie^)(io6) .^^ p.s.i. 
a      e<1 (9.85) do10) 

The available notch factor is: 

Kfav     ±26,500      d'm 

5.1.6 Stub Blade and Retention 

The stub-blade fatigue analysis consists of an investigation of the 
stub-blade-to-hub attachment lugs and the adjustable-link-to-stub-blade 
attachment lugs. 

5.I.6.I Analysis of Stub-Blade-to-Hub Attachment Lugs 

The stub-blade-to-hub attachment lugs are analyzed for the forward flight, 
lg, ikk miles per hour forward velocity condition. 

Mj, = 9.5 x 105 ± 2.35 x 105 Ib-in. (Ref. Volume IV) 
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i ( .4 

ft = 5^,600 t^,„00 = 8j250 ± 3^ ^ E i_ 

The available fatigue notch factor Is: 

*i30,ooo  fil 0 Kfav = i2,l5Ö  = 6i-0 

5.1.6.2 MJustable-Link-to-Stiib-Blade Attachment Lug 

The adjustable link and the stub-blade-to-hub attachment pin react chord- 
vise moments out as couples. The chordwise moment at rotor station JO.00 
during the normal flight conditions is negligible, as the main rotor 
system is designed for the chordwise moment due to engine thrust at the 
blade tip to be reduced by the blade and engine nacelle drag such that 
the chordwise moment at the rotor system centerline is zero. However, 
a high alternating chordwise moment is experienced during the transient 
cyclic stick whirl condition. 

P = *117,000 lb.  (Ref. page 75) 

The available fatigue notch factor is established below for lug shear- 
out. The-material shear endurance limit is conservatively taken as 57 
percent of the tensile endurance limit. 

FeX = (•57){±150,000) - *7l^000 p.s.i. 

The shear area is obtained from page 73 of this report. 

Ac = 5.^5 in2 

/ = fa  . Ü1L000 = k u 
a    aeq     3.1*? ' 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

K-  = ^N000 - 2.18 Afav  S5CÖÖC   '-'■L 

5,1.7 Main Rotor Hub Assembly 

The hub-assembly fatigue analysis consists of an investigation of the 
blade retention pin, the retention pin lags, and the adjustable link. 
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5.1.7.1 Rotor-Blade-Attachment-Pin Assembly 

Preliminary fatigue analysis has established the rotor-blade-to-hub 
attachment pin to be critical during the start-stop condition. An 
analysis is conducted below to determine the required pin section proper- 
ties to establish approximately a 10,000-hour service life when a fatigue 
notch factor of 2.0 is applied to the 3-N date. An investigation of the 
normel flight condition is included to demonstrate that the fatigue stress 
is below the material endurance limit and nondamaging. 

Material type: T1-6AL-^V solution heat-treated titanium alloy. 

F. = 162,000 p.s.i. 

F . = tl50,000 p.s.i. (tmnotched) 

Preliminary fatigue analysis has established the following pin dimensions: 

Outside diameter: D = 6.5O in. 
Inside dia. at mid-span: d = k.00  in. 

Z = 
n 

(52)(6.5) 
(6.5U- k,00h) =  25.1 in3 

The equations used to determine the moments and stress levels are ob- 
tained from page 78 of this report. The normal rotor operating speed 
centrifugal force load is obtained from page 109 of this report. 

PCF = *570,000 lb. 

M  =157^000 [(M75)+(.5)(2.625)] 

= *1,620,000 in-lb. 

f   =fa   = n,62o,ooo = ^ 
a   aeq     25.1      ' 

The rotor overspeed condition centrifugal force loading is obtained from 
page 108 of this report. 

P = t629,000 lb. 

M = 1^000  r(M75)+ (.5)(2.625)] = n,790,000 in-lb. 

f  =fa    = fUl^ooo a n7 500 p^.i. 
a        aeq 23.1 ' 

The pin loading during the normal flight condition is obtained from 
Volume IV. 
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P^ = 570,000 lb. 

Mj. '   9-5 x 105 ± 2.52 x IG5 in-lb. 

T  = -I.81 x 105 lb-in. 

From a review of Figure 2, Volume III, the flapwise moment Induces shear 
stress into the attachment pin, and the steady centrifugal force and 
torsion induce a steady bending moment into the pin. .therefore, the 
pin is analyzed for the alternating shear load due to flapvise bending 
developed during the normal flight condition. 

where: i = 1^.00 in. 

2£l I (^MioV (2.?2)(10^)]%  [jjueilQD^f 
1U.00 J     L    i^.oc    J 

= If (352,900 ± i6,6oo)2 + (i2,goo)2 = 353,000 ± 16,600 lb. 

(M 
A6 = f (6.9)

2 = 37.2 in2 

A leq 9^ - 9-5 
(±UU6) = ±U95 p.s.i. 

The material shear endurance limit is conservatively taken as 57 percent 
of the tensile endurance limit. The material tensile endurance limit is 
obtained from Figure 53 of this report. 

FPi = (.57)(±65,000) -±37,000 p.s.i. 
s 

The available fetigue notch factor is: 

Kf. av ±£95" 

TABLE 6 
BLADE ATTACHMENT PIN FINITE LIFE ESTIMATION 

(1) (2) (3) ih) (5) (6) 

^0 
N-Cycles ^ Occur. Cycles/Hr.. ilour i» Occur/Hr 

Figure 55 Page 91+ Page 9U (2)/(M (5)/(5) 

±70,000 
±77,500 

±^95 

1.6 x 10^ 
1.5-x KT 

m 

91.0 
9.0 

1+.0 i+ .0 x 10 
3.75 xlO-5 

.00228 

.002l<0 

E -  .OOU68     I 
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Calculated life: L. = "öoESS = 21'1*00 hours 

Service life:  S.L. = 1,250 + (.575)(21,l»O0) = 9,300 hours 

5.1.7.2 Analysis of Blade-to-Hub Attachment Lug 

The hlade-to-huh attachment-lug analysis consists of an investigation of 
the alternating centrifugal force loading developed during the rotor 
overspeed operation for the start-stop condition and the normal flight 
condition to demonstrate that the equivalent alternating stress developed 
is below the material endurance limit and nondamaglng. 

The lug section properties are obtained from, page 76 of this report. 
2 

Shear area: Ae = 10.15 in s 

The centrifugal force loading during the rotor oversp-ed operation is 
obtained from page 108 of this report. 

P^ = ±629,000 lb. 

fa    afaeq
SSTi^2iT = :fc31'000p-8'i- 

The material shear endurance limit is conservatively taken as 57 percent 
of tensile endurance limit. 

reia = (.57)(±150,000) - ±7^,000 p.s.i. 

The available ftitlgue notch factor is: 

v       = ±llt000 „ o *A 
Kfav     ^1,000 - 2-58 

The lug loading during the normal flight Condition is obtained from page 
11^ of this report. 

P   =   555,000 ± l6,60O lb. 

f   a  ???.ooo± 16,600 = ^fQoo ± li6Mi VBA 

s xu • xp 

faeq= 9roirr (:fcl>61*0) = ^^ p-8,i: 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

v       ~ ±7^ .C00      -p . Kfav ^   *2?k5 " ^ 

5.1.7.3 Adjustable-Link-Assembly Analysis 

Per the discussion in Section 5.1.6.2, the maximum adjustable-link load- 
ing occurs during the transient cyclic stick vhirl condition. 
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P    = ±117,000 lt.   (Ref. page 111) 

The lug shear area is obtained from page 8l of this report. 

A   = 6.28 in2 

s 

fa = V = ^^S^T2   = tl8'6c0 ^^ 

The lug material is Tl-SAL-^V titanium alloy, and the shear endurance 
limit is conservatively taken as 57 percent of the tensile endurance 
limit. 

F. = (.57)(*150,000) = ±7^,000 p.s.i. 
e*6 

The available fatigue notch factor is: 

_ n^OOO _ , QQ 
Kfav - ±lB;600 " 5-90 
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